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THE WHITE HOUSE

ACTION

WASHINGTON

Last day - August 11
August 8, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

JIMcANNoV

SUBJECT:

Enrolled Bill, H.R. 3130
Preparation of Environmental
Impact Statements

This bill clarifies the authority of Federal agencies to
delegate preparation of Environmental Impact Statements to
non-Federal officials. All your advisers recommend that you
sign it.
The bill was made necessary because of recent court decisions
invalidating delegation to State highway officials of the
responsibility for the Environmental Impact Statements.
In
the view of the Department of Transportation, H.R. 3130 does
not go far enough because it continues to leave ambiguous the
question of whether or not the Federal government can delegate
EIS authority to sub-State entities, such as city officials,
concerning mass transit projects. DOT and Phil Buchen recommend that you sign the bill, but issue a statement which announces that you will seek corrective legislation to clarify
this potential ambiguity.
Jim Lynn, Max Friedersdorf, Russ Peterson and I recommend that
you sign the bill without a statement, because it is likely to
alienate environmentalists without serving any real benefit.
DOT can always submit the corrective legislation and, at the
appropriate time, the White House can signal your support.
See enrolled bill memo at Tab C for further details.
DECISION
1.

Sign H.R. 3130 (at Tab A).
Recommend:

Buchen, Friedersdorf, Lynn, Cannon, Peterson,
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ONE SIGNATURE AND TWO DECISIONS

2
2.

Issue signing statement (approved by Paul Theis, at Tab B).
Recommend in favor:
Recommend against:

Buchen and DOT
Cannon, Lynn, Friedersdorf and Peterson

Approve ________________Disapprove

~~

ATTACHMENT B: SIGNING MESSAGE

t)IJ..
I am signing today, with some reluctance, H. R. 3130, a bill

-

that amends the National Environmental Policy Act. It wwftl serve.,S
to remove the cloud put 9n feder~-aid highway projects in a number

.

H

of states by decisions in the United States Coorts of Appeals for the
Second and Seventh Circuits holding that environmental impact statements for highway projects must be prepared by the Federal Highway
Administration instead of by the states that are responsible for
designing,

buildin~ maintaining federal-aid highways.

The result

tJL

of those decisions has been to delay the highway program in New York,

,

,

,.<..

Vermont, Connecticut, Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana. H. R. 3130 .w!tto
$
provid71welcome relief for that program.
But the Congress has only provided a halfway remedy, and it may
have created further complications for federal grant-in-aid programs
other than highways. The bill is limited in its applicability to impact
statements prepared by state agencies with statewide jurisdiction-which describes few grantee agencies other than state highway departments -- leaving other grantees, including airport operators, transit

authorities~d sewer districts X limbo.

In addressing the problem

of who may prepare an impact statement, the Congress should have
addressed the question across the board, for all federal grant-in-aid
programs.
I believe the courts and now the Congress have made too much
of the question of who actually prepares an impact statement. The
important question is the statement's adequacy. An environmental
impact statement is a formal presentation of the impacts of a proposed
federal action and reasonable alternatives to it, calculated to inform
the federal decision makers of the consequences of proposed actions
and their alternatives. Actual federal preparation is not needed to
guarantee that those purposes are satisfied.
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it returns in September so
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STATEMBt~T

BY THE PRESIDENT

I am signing today 1 vi th some rel uctanoe, H. R. 3130 1
a bill that amanda the National Environmental Policy Act.
It serves to remove the cloud put on federal-aid highway
projecta in a number of states by decisions in the united
States COurts of Appeals for the Second and Seventh C!.rcui ts
holding that environmental impact statements for highway
projects must be prepared by the Federal Highway Administration instead of by the states that are responaible for
clesiqning1 building and maintaininq federal-aid highways.
The result of those decisions has been to delay the highway
program in New York, Vermont, Connecticut, Wisconsin,
Illinois and Indiana.

H.R. 3130 provides welcome relief

for that program.
But the Congress has only provided a halfway remedy,
and it may hava created further complications for federal
grant-in-aid proqrams other than hiqhways.

The bill i8

limited in ita applicability to impact statements prepared
by state agencies with statewide jurisdiction -- which
describes few grantee agencies other than state highway
departmanta -- leaving other grantees 1 includinq airport
operators, transit authorities and sewer districts in limbo.
In addressing the problem of who may prepare an impact
statement, the Congress should have addressed the question
across tbe board, for all federal grant-in-aid programa.
I believe the courts and now the COngress have made too
much of the question of who actually prepares
atateDan~.

adequacy.

The important question is the

an

impact

s~atement • s

An environmental impact statement is a formal

presentation of the iapaats of a proposed federal action
and reasonable alternatives to it, calculated to inform
the federal decision makers of the oonsequenoea of proposed

actions and their alternatives.

Actual federal preparation

is not needed to guarantee that those purposes are satisfied.
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I therefore urqe tbe COngress to take up the question
of the autborsbip of impact statements in all federal-aid
programe when it returns in September so that the National
Bnvironmntal Policy Act can be brought back on course.
have directed the Department of Transportation to prepare
proposed legislation to accomplish this result.

I

STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT
I am signing today, with some reluctance, H.R. 3130,
a bill that amends the National Environmental Policy Act.
It serves to remove the cloud put on federal-aid highway
projects in a number of states by decisions in the United
States Courts of Appeals for the Second and Seventh Circuits
holding that environmental impact statements for highway
projects must be prepared by the Federal Highway Administration instead of by the states that are responsible for
designing, building and maintaining federal-aid highways.
The result of those decisions has been to delay the highway
program in New York, Vermont, Connecticut, Wisconsin,
Illinois and Indiana.

H.R. 3130 provides welcome relief

for that program.
But the Congress has only provided a halfway remedy,
and it may have created further complications for federal
grant-in-aid programs other than highways.

The bill is

limited in its applicability to impact statements prepared
by state agencies with statewide jurisdiction -- which
describes few grantee agencies other than state highway
departments -- leaving other grantees, including airport
operators, transit authorities and sewer districts in limbo.
In addressing the problem of who may prepare an impact
statement, the Congress should have addressed the question
across the board, for all federal grant-in-aid programs.
I believe the courts and now the Congress have made too
much of the question of who actually prepares an impact
statement.
adequacy.

The important question is the statement's
An environmental impact statement is a formal

presentation of the impacts of a proposed federal action
and reasonable alternatives to it, calculated to inform
the federal decision makers of the consequences of proposed
actions and their alternatives.

Actual federal preparation

is not needed to guarantee that those purposes are satisfied.

2

I therefore urge the Congress to take up the question
of the authorship of impact statements in all federal-aid
programs when it returns in September so that the National
Environmental Policy Act can be brought back on course.
have directed the Department of Transportation to prepare
proposed legislation to accomplish this result.

I
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

AUG

5 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
Subject:

Enrolled Bill H.R. 3130 - Preparation of Environmental
Impact Statements
Sponsor - Rep. LaFalce (D) New York

Last Day for Action
August 11, 1975 - Monday
Purpose
Clarifies the authority of Federal agencies to delegate the
preparation of environmental impact statements.
Agency Recommendations
Office of Management and Budget

Approval

Council on Environmental Quality
Department of Transportation

Approval
Approval {Signing
Statement attached)
Approval
Approval
No objection

Department of
Environmental
Department of
Department of
Development

Justice
Protection Agency
the Interior
Housing and Urban

No objection

Discussion
Background
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) requires the
preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for all
major Federal actions. The EIS is intended to determine, assess,
and consider the effects on the environment of a proposed federally funded program.
Since NEPA's inception, Federal agencies have delegated the initial
preparation of an EIS to the State or local agency which is the
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proposed recipient of a Federal grant. Federal officials review
and evaluate the State or local EIS drafts and have ultimate
responsibility for their adequacy and accuracy. This delegation
seemed practical and reasonable to Federal officials and consistent with a conscientious implementation of NEPA. The practice
of delegation has been upheld by various court decisions.
However, the Second and the Seventh U.S. Circuit Courts of Appeal
issued decisions in December 1974 and April 1975, respectively,
dealing with the extent to which EIS preparation may be delegated
on highway projects. As a result of the December ruling requiring
"genuine Federal preparation" of an EIS, DOT halted almost all
major new highway projects in the three States affected by the
ruling -- New York, Vermont, and Connecticut. The Seventh Circuit
Decision -- affecting Wisconsin, Indiana, and Illinois -- has
created similar uncertainty over highway projects in those States.
Since the Second Circuit ruling, a substantial debate has ensued
over the meaning of the case. There are differences of view
between DOT and the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), which
is charged with monitoring NEPA, over whether the rulings permit
substantial State preparation of a draft EIS or whether they
require the Federal agency to prepare the EIS from the beginning.
CEQ believes that State preparation can continue with minor
administrative adjustments while DOT believes basic changes in
NEPA are needed.
Provisions of H.R. 3130
H.R. 3130 is an attempt to clarify the law as it relates to procedures for delegation to State agencies of EIS preparation.
While it preserves Federal responsibility for the scope, objectivity, and content of EIS's, it provides that an EIS required after
January 1, 1970, for any major Federal action funded under a program of grants to States, shall not be deemed legally insufficient
solely by reason of having been prepared by a State agency or
official, if four conditions are met:
The State agency or official has statewide jurisdiction and responsibility for the action,
The responsible Federal official furnishes guidance
and participates in the preparation,
The responsible Federal official independently
evaluates the statement prior to its approval and
adoption, and
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After January 1, 1976, the Federal official
solicits the views of any other State or any
Federal land management entity regarding any
action that may significantly impact on them
and, in the case of disagreement, incorporates
in the EIS an assessment of the impact and views.
The enrolled bill also provides that the foregoing procedure,
which is limited to State agencies and officials with statewide
jurisdiction, does not affect the legal sufficiency of statements
prepared by State agencies with less than statewide jurisdiction
(such as airport authorities, mass transit agencies, and sewer
and water districts).
Agency views
CEQ believes that the bill overturns the recent court decisions
and confirms long-standing administrative policies of the Federal
agencies permitting State participation in EIS preparation. The
Council, although acknowledging that it is not a perfect bill,
believes that it accomplishes its basic purpose.
The Environmental Protection Agency believes that the uncertainties created by the court decisions can be put to rest by approval
of the bill. The Interior Department notes that although it is
possible that the problems could have been resolved satisfactorily
without legislation, the enrolled bill is appropriately limited
and should serve to resolve the matter. The Department of Housing
and Urban Development believes that the bill should enable Federal
agencies to carry out their NEPA responsibilities more efficiently.
Justice also notes that the bill is less than perfect in that it
leaves "where it found it the question of legal sufficiency of
environmental impact statements by state agencies having less
than statewide jurisdiction." Justice believes, however, that
"it may be that the recognition in the enrolled bill
that the preparation of environmental impact statements by some entity other than a federal agency does
not, in and of itself, render them legally insufficient
will enable the courts easily to conclude that there is
no particular reason why the preparation of the environmental impact statements by agencies having less than
statewide jurisdiction are not also legally sufficient."
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DOT, however, has serious reservations about H.R. 3130, because:
its applicability is limited to EIS preparation by
statewide agencies or officials,
its effect on statements prepared by agencies or
officials of less than statewide jurisdiction is
ambiguous and may produce litigation, and
its provisions respecting impacts on another State
or a Federal land management entity are vague and
will generate confusion and litigation.
(CEQ,
however, believesthat this "is not a significant
additional burden to DOT, if they are already
carrying out the review of the State report required by the Act.")
DOT nevertheless recommends approval of the bill, but with a signing statement indicating the intention to propose further legislation to rectify the problems it sees in the enrolled bill.
Although DOT has reservations about the limited clarification of
the delegation issue, CEQ supports the limited approach of H.R. 3130.
CEQ has consistently held that NEPA permits delegation of preparation of EIS's to statewide jurisdictions but not to jurisdictions
of less than statewide scope. CEQ's reasoning is that a statewide
agency is broader in outlook and has a continuing expertise in the
often subtle aspects of EIS's whereas a less than statewide agency
generally has a narrow single purpose (such as building a water
treatment plant) and generally has less experience in preparing
EIS's.
The Congressional hearings dealt only with statewide agencies and
did not go into the advantages or disadvantages of delegation to
less than statewide agencies.
Rep. Leggett ((D) California), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation
and the Environment of the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries
Committee, which has jurisdiction over NEPA, stated during the
House floor debate on the H.R. 3130 Conference Report, that his
subcommittee would hold oversight hearings in the fall on NEPA,
including the issue of delegation to less than statewide agencies.
DOT is concerned that the enrolled bill, although stating that it
"does not affect the legal sufficiency of statements prepared by
State agencies with less than statewide jurisdiction", may have
a negative impact on future court decisions.
In its views letter,
DOT states that it fears that a court may infer that "Congress
considered but did not see the need for changing the law" regarding
less than statewide agencies.
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However, the Conference Report on H.R. 3130 states that the
purpose of the language included in the bill "is to provide a
clear statement that the Conference report does not establish
or negate the legal sufficiency of the delegation of EIS preparation responsibilities in instances other than those to which
the Conference report applies." In effect, the Congress has
chosen, without prejudice, to leave the issue of delegation to
less than statewide agencies open to further congressional and
judicial consideration.
We believe this statement substantially reduces the likelihood
of the enrolled bill
being interpreted as a definitive statement by Congress on all EIS delegations.
Recommendation~:

•

All agencies concerned, despite some reservations about the bill,
recommend or have no objection to its approval. As noted above,
DOT recommends that you issue a signing statement which would
point out problems with the bill and state that corrective legislation will be submitted to the Congress.
In light of the lack
of consensus both among Executive agencies and in Congress on this
issue after extensive debate and consideration, however, OMB
believes that such a statement of intent to submit legislation
would be premature and thus recommends against its use.
In the
event that you decide to use the DOT statement, we recommend that
the last sentence be amended to read:
"I have requested the Department of Transportation to prepare proposed legislation to
accomplish this result."

~~-<d-
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Enclosures
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Direct:Z ·
Legislative Reference

THE GENERAL COUNSEL OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20410

AUG

- 197o

Mr. James M. Frey
Assistant Director for
Legislative Reference
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D. C. 20503
Attention:

Miss Martha Ramsey

Dear Mr. Frey:
Subject:

H. R. 3130, 94th Congress (Enrolled Enactment)

This is in response to your request for the views of this
Department on the enrolled enactment of H. R. 3130, an Act
"To amend the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 in
order to clarify the procedures therein with respect to
the preparation of environmental impact statements."
This enrolled bill would amend Section 102 of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 to authorize explicitly
the delegation of the preparation of an environmental impact
statement for any major Federal action, funded under a program of grants to States, to a State agency or official
having statewide jurisdiction. However, such delegation
would not relieve the responsible Federal official of ultimate
responsibility for such environmental impact statement.
This Department has no objection to Presidential approval of
this enrolled enactment. If approved, this Act should enable
the relevant Federal agencies to carry out their NEPA
responsibilities more efficiently.
Sincerely,

\Jo<-<tl

~ Robert

~~

R. Elliott

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20590

AUG 1 1975
GENERAL COUNSEL

Honorable James T. Lynn
Director
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D. C. 20503
Dear Mr. Lynn:
This is in response to your request for the views of this Department
concerning H. R. 3130, an enrolled bill
"To amend the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
in order to clarify the procedures therein with respect to
the preparation of environmental impact statements."
The enrolled bill would serve to reverse, to a limited extent, the
opinions of the United States Courts of Appeals for the Second and
Seventh Circuits in Conservation Society of Southern Vermont v.
Secretary of Transportation, 508 F. 2d 927 (1974) and Swain v.
Brinegar, No. 74-1625 (April 29, 1975), respectively. Those cases,
both involving highway projects, held that environmental impact statements which must be prepared pursuant to section 102(2)(C) of the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1970 (NEPA), 42 U.S. C. 4332(2)(C),
may not be prepared by nonfederal entities, but must instead be
prepared by federal officials. Thus the two courts enjoined highway
projects pending preparation of an impact statement by the Federal
Highway Administration, an agency within this Department, even though
there had been impact statements that were prepared by state authorities
and approved by FHWA. The Courts of Appeals for the Fourth, Fifth,
Eighth, Ninth and Tenth Circuits have decided the issue the other way.
Because we have let state and local grantee agencies prepare draft
impact statements for our three major grant-in-aid programs, the
federal-aid highway program, the urban mass transportation program,
and the airport and airway development program, the decisions of the
Second and Seventh Circuits were serious setbacks for the Department
of Transportation. Both cases are before the Supreme Court on a petition
for writ of certiorari, but the Congress felt that a quick legislative
remedy was appropriate.

-2The Department of Transportation, as you know, has opposed the
bill as it now stands for the following reasons:
1. Its applicability is limited to impact statements
prepared by state agencies or officials with statewide
jurisdiction. That as a practical matter means it
would apply almost exclusively to impact statements
prepared by state highway departments. Thus it does
not relieve us from the precedents to the extent that
they apply to airport and transit impact statements.
No logical reason for distinguishing these situations
has, to our knowledge, been suggested.
2. Even FHWA has accepted some impact statements
prepared by agencies of less than statewide jurisdiction.
Thus even the highway situation has not been entirely
rectified.
3. The conferees did at least attempt to preserve the
existing law with respect to airport and transit projects
by stating that" . . . this subparagraph does not affect
the legal sufficiency of statements prepared by state
agencies with less than statewide jurisdiction." But over
and above the fact that we would have preferred a reversal
of the Second and Seventh Circuits respecting non-highway
projects as well, the proviso raises additional difficulties.
We anticipate litigation on the meaning of "State agencies,"
particularly with regard to whether it includes local
agencies. In addition, we fear that despite the attempt
something of a negative implication will inevitably remain-at least to the effect that Congress considered but did not see
the need for changing the law, as declared by the Second and
Seventh Circuits, respecting non-highway projects.
4. Subparagraph (iv) of the amendment, added by the Senate
without any testimony on the matter, adds a new requirement
of early notification of the anticipated impacts of a project
in one state upon another state or "Federal land management
entity." If there is disagreement on those impacts, the
responsible federal official must prepare a written assessment of them and include it in a final impact statement.
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Subparagraph (iv) is vague in several respects. (Who speaks
for a "State"? What does it take to establish that an action
"may" have significant interstate impacts? Whose "disagreement" is sufficient?) This vagueness will give the courts an
opportunity to find additional procedural errors in our project
approvals. And in any event implementation of subparagraph (iv)
will add another layer of federal review.
The bill is therefore incomplete, in that it fails to extend the sound
principle on which subparagraph (i) is based to areas where logic
demands its extension, namely to all programs and not simply to those
involving highways; and it is vague, in that subparagraph (iv) is rife
with ambiguities that will inevitably generate confusion and litigation.
The Department of Transportation therefore recommends that the
President either (1) veto the enrolled bill, H. R. 3130, or (2) sign the
enrolled bill, H. R. 3130, but only with a contemporaneous expression
of a fixed intention to propose and support legislation in the fall
designed to extend the principle of subparagraph (i) to state and local
agencies of less than statewide jurisdiction. (The ambiguities should
be corrected, but they should not be advertised in a signing message.)
Draft statements to accomplish these results are attached.

Attachments

v

United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

tl. UG J - 197 5

Dear Mr. Lynn:
This responds to your request for the views of this Department
concerning H.R. 3130, an enrolled bill "To amend the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 in order to clarify the procedures therein with respect to the preparation of environmental
impact statements."
We do not object to Presidential approval of the bill.
The bill would provide that environmental impact statements prepared
pursuant to section 102(2)(c) of the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 after January 1, 1970, on a major Federal action funded
under a program of grants to states shall not be deemed to be
legally insufficient solely by reason of having been prepared by
a state agency or official if such agency or official has statewide
jurisdiction and has the responsibility for such action if the
responsible Federal official furnishes guidance and participates
in such preparation and independently evaluates such statement
prior to its approval and adoption. With respect to statements
prepared after January 1, 1976, however, the responsible Federal
official would be required to provide early notification to, and
solicit the views of any other state or any Federal land management
entity of any action or any alternative thereto which may have
significant impacts upon such state or affected Federal land management entity, and if there is disagreement on such impacts, to
prepare a written assessment of such impacts and views for incorporation into the statement. Federal officials would not be relieved
of their responsibilities for the scope, objectivity and content
of the entire statement or of any other responsibility under the
Act. The legal sufficiency of statements prepared by State agencies
with less than statewide jurisdiction would not be affected.
The principal purpose of H.R. 3130 is to remedy administrative
difficulties arising from several recent court decisions dealing
with the degree to which preparation of environmental impact
statements can be delegated by a Federal agency to state governmental
entities. These decisions have interrupted work on several highway

Save Energy and You Serve America!

projects and uncertainty as to the ultimate outcome of this
litigation and the delays it would involve led to passage of the
enrolled bill. It is possible that environmental impact statement
problems such as those giving rise to this legislation could have
been satisfactorily resolved without amendment to the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and we would have preferred
this course. The enrolled bill is, however, appropriately limited
and should serve to resolve the matter promptly.
With respect to the bill's requirements for environmental impact
statements prepared after January 1, 1976, the Interior Department
is a Federal land management entity both with respect to its direct
Federal lands responsibilities and its Indian trust responsibilities.
We would expect regulations promulgated under the Act as revised
by the enrolled bill to reflect this dual role for purposes of the
early notification and views solicitation provision.
Sincerely yours,

Acting

~~~
Inte~

Secretary of the

Honorable James T. Lynn
Director
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D. C. 20503
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August 1, 1975

MEHORANDUM
FOR:

HONORABLE JAMES T. LYNN

SUBJECT:

H.R. 3130 -- Enrolled

This is in response to the enrolled bill request
on H.R. 3130, an act to amend the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) to clarify the role of state grant
recipient agencies in the preparation of environmental
impac·t statements. The Council, which is the agency
designated by law to oversee implementation of NEPA,
supports this legislation, believes it is consistent with
Administration policy, and urges that the President sign
it into law.
This bill represents the first substantive amendment
to the language of the National Environmental Policy Act
since it was enacted over five years ago.
It seeks to
confirm long-standing procedures for state participation
in the preparation of environmental impact statements.
More particularly, it overturns undesirable decisions by
two u.s. Courts of Appeals, which held that state highway
agencies could not assume an important role in gathering
information for and preparing impact statements. The
Act would adopt the more desirable rule established by
other circuits which allows an active role by the states
and confirms long-standing administrative policies of
CEQ, DOT, and other agencies.
The effect of the two Courts of Appeals decisions
striking down the procedures of the Federal Highway
Administration was to cause the FHWA to call a halt to
highway projects in a number of states. Particularly
hard hit were New York, Connecticut, and Vermont, where
many millions of dollars of construction funds for environmentally acceptable and desirable highway projects
were held up because impact statements had been prepared

- 2 by the states instead of by the Federal Government. Given
the need for such construction in a time of economic difficulty in many of the affected regions, several Congressmen
introduced measures to clarify the law to conform to what
most other circuits had already upheld.
H.R. 3130 represents the result of a difficult and
drawn out legislative process that involved a number of
committees of both Houses, and created considerable jurisdictional and substantive controversy. We recommend that it
be signed into law because, although it is not a perfect
bill, it accomplishes the purpose for which the legislation
was originally introduced--to endorse state participation in
the environmental review of highways. As such, it is a
careful and useful amendment to NEPA and it removes any
cloud over dozens of projects previously identified by FHWA
as potentially held up on these procedural technicalities.
The bill is very close to versions endorsed and supported by the Administration in public hearings and throughout
the legislative process related to H.R. 3130.
There are two elements of the bill that have caused
DOT, subsequent to their earlier support of a limited measure,
to want more from this legislation. One is the provision
limiting coverage to "statewide" agencies. The bill is
specifically not intended to apply to environmental review
activities carried out by other than statewide grant recipients,
such as airport and mass transit authorities; DOT now claims
these must be covered, but such a position was not acceptable
to the Senate. The other provision requires a special
addendum by Federal authorities to be added to the state
prepared report where there is interstate impact from proposed
projects. This provision, added in the Senate, is not a
significant additional burden to DOT, if they are already
carrying out the review of the state report required by the
Act.
The complexity of the legislative process in this case
did not permit the emergence of a perfect bill. But neither
is it likely that the Administration could do much better if
we were to begin the process again. We urge that this bill
be signed into law in order to assure clear procedures that
will allow highways and other projects that meet them to
proceed without fear of continued litigation and procedural
delay.

Russell W. Peterson
Chairman
cc:

Mr. James F. Frey
Attention: Ms. Ramsey

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20590

AUG 4 1975
GENERAL COUNSEL

Honorable James T. Lynn
Director
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D. C. 20503
Dear Mr. Lynn:
This will supplement our letter of August 1, 1975 concerning
H. R. 3130, an enrolled bill
"To amend the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969 in order to clarify the procedures therein with
respect to the preparation of environmental impact
statements. "
In that letter we recommended two alternative courses of action.
Having considered the comparative desirability of these two
alternatives, we are now prepared to recommend the second one,
that the President sign the enrolled bill expressing an intention to
propose and support legislation designed to extend H. R. 3130 to
other programs. (A suggested signing message to this effect was
enclosed as Attachment B to our earlier letter.)
Obviously we have serious reservations about the bill, but given
the fact that it will relieve our immediate legal difficulties in the
Second and Seventh Circuits, we would recommend the second
alternative stated in our earlier letter.

'

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C.

AUG

20460

51975
OFFICE OF THE
ADMINISTRATOR

Dear Mr. Lynn:
This is in response to your request for the views
of the Environmental Protection Agency on H.R. 3130, an
enrolled bill which would amend the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) in order to clarify the procedures therein
with respect to the preparation of environmental impact
statements.
The enrolled bill would amend NEPA by renumbering subparagraphs (D)-(G) of section 102(2) and by inserting a new
subparagraph (D). This new subparagraph is applicable to a
limited class of environmental impact statements (EIS) prepared pursuant to section 102(2) (C). For the class of EIS's
covered by the new subparagraph (D), the enrolled bill
provides that such EIS's shall not be deemed legally
insufficient solely by reason of having been prepared by
a State agency or official, if such agency or official
meets the requirements of subparagraph (D) (i)-(iv).
The enrolled bill is only applicable to EIS's "for
any major Federal action funded under a program of grants
to States • . • . " The enrolled bill does not relieve
the relevant Federal official of his ultimate responsibility
for the scope, objectivity, and content of the entire
statement. In order to reinforce the Congressional intent
that the enrolled bill is not to be deemed an implicit
rejection of delegations of EIS's to an agency or official
with less than statewide jurisdiction, the enrolled bill
provides that the legal sufficiency of such EIS's is not
to be affected by the new subparagraph (D) .
The Environmental Protection Agency recommends
Presidential approval of the enrolled bill.

\
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The enrolled bill has little, if any, effect on the
programs administered by the Environmental Protection Agency.
In addition to the explicit language of the enrolled bill,
the legislative history makes clear that the enrolled bill
is not applicable to any Federal licensing, permitting,
certificating, contracting, construction programs or other
programs which do not provide grants to States.
As you are aware, EPA awards construction grants almost
exclusively to municipal agencies. We believe the enrolled
bill, and its legislative history, cannot be reasonably
construed to mean that silence concerning delegation to
municipal agencies implies Congressional disapproval of
such delegation.
To the extent that this enrolled bill removes uncertainties
regarding State participation in the EIS process of other
Federal agencies, the bill is desirable.
I should note that the House of Representatives will be
conducting oversight hearings on NEPA this Fall. At that time,
I understand other issues regarding this most important
statute will be discussed. At this time, however, I believe
the uncertainties created by certain court decisions (Conservation Society of Southern Vermont v. Secretary ~ Transportation
and Swain v. Brinegar) can be put to rest by s1gning the
enrolled bTll into law.

Honorable James T. Lynn
Director
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D. C. 20503

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20503

AUG

5 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR .THE PRESIDENT
Subject:

Enrolled Bill H.R. 3130 - Preparation of Environmental
Impact Statements
Sponsor - Rep. LaFalce (D) New York

Last Day for Action
August 11, 1975 - Monday
Purpose
Clarifies the authority of Federal agencies to delegate the
preparation of environmental impact statements.
Agency Recommendations
Office of Management and Budget

Approval

Council on Environmental Quality
Department of Transportation

Approval
Approval (Signing
Statement attached}
Approval
·
Approval
No objection

Department of Justice
Environmental Protection Agency
Department of the Interior
Department of Housi~g and Urban
Development

No objection

Discussion.
Background
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) requires the
preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for all
major Federal actions. The EIS is intended to determine, assess,
and consider the effects on the environment of a proposed federally funded program.
Since NEPA's inception, Federal agencies have delegated the initial
preparation of an EIS to the State or local. agency which is the
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proposed recipient of a Federal grant. Federal officials review
and evaluate the State or local EIS drafts and have ultimate
responsibility for their adequacy and accuracy. This delegation
seemed practical and reasonable to Federal officials and consistent with a conscientious implementation of NEPA. The practice
of delegation has· been upheld by various court decisions.
However, the Second and the Seventh U.S. Circuit Courts of Appeal
issued decisions in December 1974 and April 1975, respectively,
dealing with the extent to which EIS preparation may be delegated
on highway projects. As a result of the December ruling requiring
"genuine Federal preparation" of an EIS, DOT halted almost all
major new highway projects in the three States affected by the
ruling -- New York, Vermont, and Connecticut. The Seventh Circuit
Decision -- affecting Wisconsin, Indiana, and Illinois -- has
created similar uncertainty over highway projects in those States.
Since the Second Circuit ruling, a substantial debate has ensued
over the meaning of the case. There are differences of view
between DOT and the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), which
is charged with monitoring NEPA, over whether the rulings permit
substantial State preparation of a draft EIS or whether they
require the Federal agency to prepare the EIS from the beginning.
CEQ believes that State preparation can continue with minor
administrative adjustments while DOT believes basic changes in
NEPA are needed.
Provisions of H.R. 3130
H.R. 3130 is an attempt to clarify the law as it relates to procedures for delegation to State agencies of EIS preparation.
While it preserves Federal responsibility for the scope, objectivity, and content of EIS's, it provides that an EIS required after
January 1, 1970, for any major Federal action funded under a program of grants to States, shall not be deemed legally insufficient
solely by reason of having been prepared by a State agency or
official, if four c6nditions·are met:
The State agency or official has statewide jurisdiction and responsibility for the action,
The responsible Federal official furnishes guidance
and participates in the preparationi
The responsible Federal official independently
evaluates the statement prior to its approval and
adoption, and
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After January 1, 1976, the Federal official
solicits the views of any other State or any
Federal land management entity regarding any
action that may significantly impact on them
and, in the case of disagreement, incorporates
in the.EIS an assessment of the impact and views.
The enrolled bill also provides that the foregoing procedure,
which is limited to State agencies and officials with statewide
jurisdiction, does not affect the legal sufficiency of statements
prepared by State agencies with less than statewide jurisdiction
(such as airport authorities, mass transit agencies, and sewer
and water districts).
Agency views
CEQ believes that the bill overturns the recent court decisions
and confirms long-standing administrative policies of the Federal
agencies permitting State participation in EIS preparation. The
Council, although acknowledging that it is not a perfect bill,
believes that it accomplishes its basic purpose.
The Environmental Protection Agency believes that the uncertainties created by the court decis~ons can be put to rest by approval
of the bill. The Interior Department notes that although it is
possible that the problems could have been resolved satisfactorily
without legislation, the enrolled bill is appropriately limited
and should serve to resolve the matter. The Department of Housing
and Urban Development believes that the bill should enable Federal
agencies to carry out their NEPA responsibilities more efficiently.
Justice also notes that the bill is less than perfect in that i t
leaves "where it found it the question of legal sufficiency of
environmental impact statements by state agencies having less
than statewide jurisdiction." Justice believes, however, that
"it may be tha~the rec6gnition in the enrolled bill
that the preparation of environmental impact statements by some entity other than a federal agency does
not, in and of itself, render them legally insufficient
will enable the courts easily to conclude that there is
no particular reason why the preparation of the environmental impact statements by agencies having less than
statewide jurisdiction are not also legally sufficient."
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DOT, however, has serious reservations about H.R. 3130, because:
its applicability is limited to EIS preparation by
statewide agencies or officials,
its effect on statements prepared by agencies or
officials of less than statewide jurisdiction is
ambiguous and may produce litigation, and
its provisions respecting impacts on another State
·or a Federal land management entity are vague and
will generate confusion and litigation.
(CEQ,
however, believesthat this "is not a significant
additional burden to DOT, if they are already
carrying out the review of the State report required by the Act.")
DOT nevertheless recommends approval of the bill, but with a signing statement indicating the intention to propose further legislation to rectify the problems it sees in the enrolled bill.
Although DOT has reservations about the limited clarification of
the delegation issue, CEQ supports the limited approach of H.R. 3130.
CEQ has consistently held that NEPA permits delegation of prepara- ,
tion of EIS's to statewide jurisdictions but not to jurisdictions
of less than statewide scope. CEQ's reasoning is that a statewide
agency is broader in outlook and has a continuing expertise in the
often subtle aspects of EIS's whereas a less than statewide agency
generally has a narrow single purpose (such as building a water
treatment plant) and generally has less experience in preparing
EIS's.
The Congressional hearings dealt only with statewide agencies and
did not go into the advantages or disadvantages of delegation to
less than statewide ftgencies~ Rep. Leggett ((D) California), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation
and the Environment of the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries
Committee, which has jurisdiction over NEPA, stated during the
House floor debate on the H.R. 3130 Conference Report, that his
subcommittee would hold oversight hearings in the fall on NEPA,
including the issue of delegation to less than statewide agencies.
DOT is concerned that the enrolled bill, although stating that it
"does not affect the legal sufficiency of statements prepared by
State agencies with less than statewide jurisdiction", may have
a negative impact on future court decisions. In its views letter,
DOT states that it fears that a court may infer that "Congress
considered but did not see the need for changing the law" regarding
less than statewide agencies.
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However, the Conference Report on H.R. 3130 states that the
purpose of the language included in the bill "is to provide a
clear statement that the Conference report does not establish
or negate the legal sufficiency of the delegation of EIS preparation responsibilities in instances other than those to which
the Conference report applies." In effect, the Congress has
chosen, without prejudice, to leave the issue of delegation to
less than statewide agencies open to further congressional and
judicial consideration.
We believe this statement substantially reduces the likelihood
of the enrolled bill
being interpreted as a definitive statement by Congress on all EIS delegations.
Recommendation~:

'
All agencies concerned, despite some reservations about the bill,
recommend or have no objection to its approval. As noted above,
DOT recommends that you issue a signing statement which would
point out problems with the bill and state that corrective legislation will be submitted to the Congress. In light of the lack
of consensus both among Executive agencies and in Congress on this
issue after extensive debate and consideration, however, OMB
believes that such a statement of intent to submit legislation
would be premature and thus recommends against its use.
In the
event that you decide to use the DOT statement, we recommend that
the last sentence be amended to read:
"I have requested the Department of Transportation to prepare proposed legislation to
accomplish this result."

9-,.~~~d~
~~ssistant

Director;(or
Legislative Reference

Enclosures

THE WHITE HG.USE
ACTION MEMORANDUM

Da.te:

August 6

FOR ACTION:

LOG NO.:

WASHINGTON

IJ(j s ~
Tod Hullin"s
Uke uval · lh> .s
Max Frie ersdorf
Ken Lazarus
Paul Theis

Time:

l030am

cc (for informa.tion):

Jim Cavanaugh
Jack ~arsh

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY
DUE: Da.te:

Time:

August 7

200pm

SUBJECT:

H.R. 3131 - Preparation of Environmental Impact Statements
(enrolled bill and siqninq statmaant)

ACTION REQUESTED:
- - For Necessa.ry Action
- - Prepa.re Agenda. a.nd Brief
---Jt- For Your Comments

~For Your Recommenda.tions
--Draft Reply
- Draft Remarks

REMARKS:

Please return to Judy Johnston, Ground Floor We t Winq

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.
If you have a.ny qu~ or if you a.nticipa.te a.
dela.y in submitting the r~.ired materia.l, please
telephone the Staff Secret. hninedia.tely.

jpes:. H.

J'or the

&-•·.,~,.......,

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Date

For

August 7

Judy Johnston

From Tod Hullin
I recommend that the bill be signed but
do not see any significant advantage
to a signing statement and recommend
against a signing ceremony.

----------·------·--------------------------------THE WHITE HOUSE
ACTION ME110RANDUM

LOG NO.:

WASIIINGTON

1030am

Date: August 6

Time:

FOR ACTION:

cc (for information):

Tod Hullin
Mike Duval
Max Friedersdorf
Ken Lazarus

Jim Cavanaugh
Jack Marsh

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY
DUE: Date:

Time:

August 7

200pm

SUBJECT:

H.R. 3130 - Preparation of Environmental Impact Statements
(enrolled bill and signing statement}

ACTION REQUESTED:
_·_ For Necessary Action

~ For Your Recommendations

_ _ Prepare Agenda and Brie£

_ _ Draft Reply

--X-

____ Draft Remarks

For Your Comments

REMARKS:

Please return to Judy Johnston, Ground Floor West Wing

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.
If you have any questions or if you anticipate a
delay in submitting the required material, please
tPlt•nhnnA th<> ~tnff ~nf'!rAtnrv inunndintnlv .

.·'.:-·

}~-;%,;:~-

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 7, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JUDY JOHNSTON

FROM:

PHIL BUCHEN1?w:'\3.

SUBJECT:

H.R. 3130- Preparation
of Environmental Impact
Statements

I agree with the Department of Transportation 1 s recommended
signing statement. Both Justice and DOT correctly point out
that the limitations built into this bill could result in wasteful
litigation. The rationale given in the signing statement is a
good, clear statement of the basis on which corrective legislation
should be proposed.

··-·--·--;__-----:----------------------------THE WHITE .HOUSE
ACTION

ME~lORANDlJM

LOG NO.:

WASIIINGTON

1030am

Date: August 6

Time:

FOR ACTION:

cc (for information):

Tod Hullin
Mike Duval
Max Friedersdorf
Ken Lazarus

Jim Cavanaugh
Jack Harsh

v

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY
DUE: Date:

Time:

August 7

200pm

SUBJECT:
H.R. 3130 - Preparation of Environmental Impact Statements
(enrolled bill and signing statement)

ACTION REQUESTED:
- - For Nece$sary Action

~ For Your Recommendations

- - Prepare Agenda and Brief

_ _ Draft Reply

--X-

For Your Comments

REMARKS:

'

- - · Draft Remarks

..

Please return to Judy Johnston, Ground Floor West Wing

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO

Mfl~TERIAL

SUBMITTED.

I£ you have any questions or i£ you anticipate a
in submitting the required
ploaso

d~lay

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 7, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR

JIM CAVANAUGH

FROM:

MIKE DUVAL

SUBJECT:

H.R. 3130

~

The President should sign this legislation.
The only question is whether or not he should issue a
signing statement as recommended by DOT, to request additional legislation correcting some of the imperfections of
the instant bill.
I'm inclined to recommend against the
signing statement because it will simply put the President
on the "anti" side of the environmental issue once again,
and without serving any real purpose. If DOT wants to send
up new legislation, they, of course, can do so but I don't
see what is gained by getting the President out front.
This bill did generate a fight between the Merchant Marine
and Fisheries Committee (who sponsored H.R. 3130 and has
responsibility for Environmental Impact Statements) and the
House Public Works Committee, who had their own bill which
was far more pro-highway (and in line with the Administration's position of complete delegation of EIS responsibility
to State and sub-State entities). It may very well be that
Max Friedersdorf will recommend a statement as a way of
helping the Public Works Committee. I would be inclined
to go along with Max, but absent such a recommendation, I
concur with the OMB position.

cc:

Tod Hullin

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 7, 1975

r

r-1EMORANDUM FOR:

JIM CAVANAUGH

FROM:

MAX L.

SUBJECT:

H.R. 3130 - Preparation of Environmental
Impact Statements

FRIEDERSD~

The Office of Legislative Affairs concurs with the agencies
that the

Attachments

subject bill be signed.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 8, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JIM CAVANAUGHJ:fiV

FROM:

MAX FRIEDERSD'--\J:V,,

SUBJECT:

H.R. 3130 - Preparation of Environmental
Impact Statements Signing Statement

The Congressional Relations Department does not recommend
a signing statement for H.R. 3130.

ASSISTAN'T ATTORNEY GENERAL
LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS

lltpnrtmtnt nf lJusttrt
11111as4iugtnu. B.QL 2D53D

Honorable James T. Lynn
Director, Office of
Management and Budget
Washington, D.C. 20503
Dear Mr • Lynn :
This is in response to your request for the views
of the Department of Justice on the enrolled bill '~o amend
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 in order to
clarify the procedures therein with respect to the preparation
of environmental impact statements."
This bill has its origin in a situation which
arose when non-federal entities - principally state governments - undertook to prepare environmental impact statements
in connection with proposed federal projects and programs
subject to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(NEPA). As it stands, NEPA requires 11 • • • a detailed
[environmental] statement by the responsible official . . . "
covering major federal actions significantly affecting the
quality of the human environment. The Act contains no
explicit requirement that a federal official actually prepare
the statement.
There are approximately twenty reported decisions
dealing to some extent with the issue of whether preparation
of an environmental impact statement (or a significant
portion thereof) by a non-federal entity violates NEPA. The
Second Circuit has held that the preparation of an environmental impact statement is the "primary and nondelegable
responsibility of a federal agency"; the Fourth, Fifth,
Eighth, Ninth and Tenth Circuits, and a district court in
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the Seventh Circuit, have held that preparation of the environmental impact statement by other than the responsible federal
official is not per ~a violation of NEPA.
As originally introduced, H.R. 3130 provided that
the preparation of an environmental impact statement may be
accomplished by "the responsible federal official or, at his
discretion, may be delegated to an appropriate state agency
or official or may be prepared by a consultant to such federal
or state agency or official."
In its present form, as substantially amended in
the Senate, the enrolled bill would provide that an environmental impact statement shall not be deemed to be legally
insufficient solely by reason of having been prepared by a
state agency or official, if the state agency or official has
statewide jurisdiction. The enrolled bill concludes with a
statement that it "does not affect the legal sufficiency of
statements prepared by State agencies with less than statewide
jurisdiction." The Conference Report accompanying the enrolled
bill explains that "the purpose of this language is to provide
a clear statement that the Conference Report does not establish
or negate the legal sufficiency of the delegation of EIS
[environmental impact statement] preparation responsibilities
in instances other than tqose to which the Conference Report
applies."
The enrolled bill's acquiescence in the preparation
of environmental impact statements by state agencies having
statewide jurisdiction only, and its leaving where it found
it the question of legal sufficiency of environmental impact
statements by state agencies having less than statewide jurisdiction, clearly presents no legal problem, but may present a
practical problem. If the majority of environmental impact
statements prepared by non-federal agencies are, in fact,
prepared by state agencies having less than statewide jurisdiction, the enrolled bill would not have significantly cured
the problem toward which H.R. 3130 was addressed. We understand
that the Federal Highway Administration is particularly concerned
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with the possibility of this enrolled bill's ineffectiveness
to deal with a problem of much concern to that agency. In
our opinion, however, the enrolled bill should be approved,
even if the benefits accruing are only a fraction of those
anticipated. Indeed, it may be that the recognition in the
enrolled bill that the preparation of environmental impact
statements by some entity other than a federal agency does
not, in and of itself, render them legally insufficient will
enable the courts easily to conclude that there is no particular
reason why the preparation of the environmental impact statements by agencies having less than statewide jurisdiction are
not also legally sufficient.
Sincerely,

. UJ..~---~ .__. . ___
Michael M. Uhlmann
Assistant Attorney General

ATTACHMENT A: VETO MESSAGE
I am returning without my approval H. R. 3130, a bill to amend
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. It was intended to
remove a cloud put on federal-aid highway projects in a number of
states by decisions in the United States Courts of Appeals for the
Second and Seventh Circuits, holding that environmental impact statements for highway projects must be prepared by the Federal Highway
Administration instead of by the states that are responsible for
designing, building, and maintaining federal-aid highways. The
result of those decisions has been to delay the highway program in
New York, Vermont, Connecticut, Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana.
Unfortunately, in removing that cloud on the highway program,
it would create several others. First, H. R. 3130 does not address
the problems now faced by other federal grant-in-aid programs. The
bill is limited in its application to impact statements prepared by state
agencies with statewide jurisdiction, which describes few grantee
agencies other than state highway departments. Thus the bill does
not address the problems faced by transit agencies or airport operators,
among others, but leaves them to the mercy of the courts.
Second, the bill contains a new procedural section that is
sufficiently vague to promote litigation by groups hostile to a particular
project, litigation that could well lead to delays but is unlikely to result
in environmentally sound changes in the project.
Third, the bill could compound the error of the courts in focusing
on the authorship of environmental impact statements. The Administration believes that nothing in NEPA as it stands now would prohibit the
preparation of impact statements by grantee agencies, and has therefore
taken the decisions of the Second and Seventh Circuits to the Supreme
Court, where a petition for a writ of certiorari is now pending. We lose
sight of the true purpose and genuine benefits of NEPA when we concentrate
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on the question of authorship. Impact statements are meant to inform
federal decision makers of the environmental consequences of proposed
actions and alternatives to them. They have in fact led to environmentally sound federal decision-making, particularly in public works
programs. As long as impact statements are accurate, and the federal
agency publishing them stands behind them, their purpose is assured.
For these reasons, I cannot approve this Act. I will, however,
entertain an amendment of a broader scope, if the Congress considers
it appropriate.

ATTACHMENT B: SIGNING MESSAGE
I am signing today, with some reluctance, H. R. 3130, a bill
that amends the National Environmental Policy Act. It would serve
to remove the cloud put on federal-aid highway projects in a number
of states by decisions in the United states Courts of Appeals for the
Second and Seventh Circuits holding that environmental impact statements for highway projects must be prepared by the Federal Highway
Administration instead of by the states that are responsible for
designing, building, and maintaining federal-aid highways. The result
of those decisions has been to delay the highway program in New York,
Vermont, Connecticut, Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana. H. R. 3130 will
provide welcome relief for that program.
But the Congress has only provided a halfway remedy, and it may
have created further complications for federal grant-in-aid programs
other than highways. The bill is limited in its applicability to impact
statements prepared by state agencies with statewide jurisdiction -which describes few grantee agencies other than state highway departments -- leaving other grantees, including airport operators, transit
authorities, and sewer districts, in limbo. In addressing the problem
of who may prepare an impact statement, the Congress should have
.........-·;··,-)

addressed the question across the board, for all federal grant-in-aid

f'

I

It;·.
/

programs.

.. •

I believe the courts and now the Congress have made too much
of the

que~tion

of who actually prepares an impact statement. The

important question is the statement's adequacy. An environmental
impact statement is a formal presentation of the impacts of a proposed
federal action and reasonable alternatives to it, calculated to inform
the federal decision makers of the consequences of proposed actions
and their alternatives. Actual federal preparation is not needed to
guarantee that those purposes are satisfied.

'), "
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I therefore urge the Congress to take up the question of the
authorship of impact statements in all federal-aid programs when
it returns in September so that NEPA can be brought back on course.
I shall propose and support legislation to accomplish that result.

94TH CoNouss} HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES {
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PAR'fiCIPATION IN ENVIRONMENT.r:\.:L
ANALYSES

APBIL l.h. 1Jr75.~m~tu;d

to th~ CQmmittee of the Whole Honse on the
State of the. UnfQ!l and ordered to be printed
'

Mrs. S~AN!L!rotp_.t,h,e Co~ttee on Merch~nt Marine and
.~nSh~:r.1~, subniltwd the ~ollowlng

REPORT
together with

MINORITY VIEWS
rTo accompany H.R. 3130)

The Conunittee on 'MEri-chant Marine and Fisheries, to whom was
referrad' th~ biU.•(R.R. 3130) to amend the ·National Environmental
Pol~cy Act of 1009 in order to clarify the procedures therein with
re~~t to' the pre~~ati.on of en_viru:bmental impaet ~tatements, having
cons~~ere4 the sarnei ~P?rt favorably thereon wtth an amendment
and reeom:ht"rtd tllatthe-tnll as amended do pass;
The amendment is as follows:
Strike line 9 on page 1 and all that follows and insert the following:
(b) A statement P.~p1a~ ~er Janua!'Y 1, 1~1'0, shall !lot
be def3med to be ~~~tly, ~~c1ent solelY.,oy. rea~n ()f hav_:mg
been prepared by. a state 'agency or official If the responsible
Federal official furnishes guidaqce and patticip~tes in such
p~pa.ra.tion and i!ld.e~n~entl~'!tt.lnn.tes such statenien~ p~or
~O ·Iis·a.pproval a.~d .~o~I<>q. ;.rn~s. P.~~~dure shall not r~heYe
the Federal official of his respon~ub1htles for the scope,' obj~ptiw}t:yli ..an~; CQJl.~nt. of ~he $tatemei,lt, nor of' any otMt" responslbll\t'.ies under thiS ,A-ct.
·
,P.t:rR'i>oBE OF ~E BILL

. The· pa1-poeln~i this b~ll itrto· clartfy the aP.pliest~o'n of the N aEnVIrolll!lental Policy Act of 1969 to certam pro:rects, wher:e the
enVIronmental Impact statement was drafted, or there was extensive.
tw~al

' 8s-.oo6
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participation in the draft, by the State agency or official. Until quite
recently, it had been the opinion. of vi.rtually all courts and comme~ta
tors that Federal involvement m this process had to be substantial,
but that it did not have to be total: that what NEPA required was a
oont~ui,»g Federal role, but tlu\t the information could be assembled
into ·~nvironment&:llmpaot st-&tem~ V:f • State ageoo1 o~ «?fficial,
subject to Federal guidance and p•llttelj_)ation and other conditions.
On December 11, 1974, however, the ·court of Appeals for the Second Circuit handed down an opinion in the ease of 00'1Ut81"Vation
Society of Southern V~ v. ~~of Trar~sportatihn which
has been considered. by some to impose an absolute burden upon the
Federal Department of Transpo~tation to perform the entire impact
analysis on its own, notwithstanding the fact that the same information had already been put together -by the Televant State agency.
I-n response to this opinion, the Federal Highway Adnuuistration
has ordered an almoet total halt to all Federally-iWtded hi,aohway
projects requiring an EIS in the three states in the Second Circuit :
New York, Vermont, and Connecticut. "!'his, in tum, has created a
situation which is claimed to exacerbate the unempl()yment problem
in these states, and to halt the inflow of vitally needed public funds
for important public works projects.
The Council on Environmental QuaJ.ity, which is charged with the
administration of NEPA, questioned the need for FHWA actions,
taking the J?OSition that the praoticaJ distirtction between the position
of the law m the Second Circuit and in other circuits was minimal.
The Council felt that any probl~ms of FHWA could be resolved by
relatively minor administrative adjustments.
In the view of the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries,
the bill which is re~ today does no more than to restate the intent and purpoee of the National Environmental Policy Aet, as
si~ed into law on January 1, 1970. To the extent that the bill conofticts with that part of the holffing of the Second Circuit qourt, whi~h
invalidates statements solely by reason of State prepa.l'&tlon, the .blll
rejects that holding. The precise nature of the Federal-State relationehip will be destcibed in somewhat gJreMer detail below, but it i~ and
remains the intention of the Committee to ensure that there IS no
ambiguity in the meaning of this legislation.
H.R. 3130, as amended, follows and supports the holdings of other
United States Circuit Courts on this issue. The Committee believes
those cases to have been correct on the laws and supports their reasoning. To the extent that the 06Mervation SocUtg case departs from
those decisious. the bill rejects that reasoning, and would have the
etfect of mooting that decision.
In favorably reporting H.R. 3130, the Committee made a sim~l
tanrous decision to recommend against passage of H.R. 3787, a biH
introduced by Mr. Howan-d and othera, amending the Federal. Aid
Highway Act by prescribin~ what would ~ acceptable CO!fiP.hance
with NJDPA with Tespeet to the three states mvolved. and lmiited to

an

higbwwy p~ a:ICIDI!.

The basic J.'e~st?ning underlying thiS decision was that "the·prGblerils
created·b.Y the Oonaerv<!-tihnSocUty decision are not restricted to highwa.Y proJ~cts. alone. Pit>gramS under ih~ jurisdictiQn of the ~part
:rhent of Justice (Law Enforcement Assista11ee A~ration); t!he
Department of the In:terio'r (Bureau of Ontaoor iieereatidil), the
Dep~1ent of Health, Education, and Welfare, concerning some
h081)1tal and medical programs, and others, involve a certain de~
of part~cipation and join~ etfort by Federal and State ~ge~cies in the
Sft.~~~~JOt\·~ of NEPA-imposed obligations. Oonatr"Dat~ Society
ratse:s queStiOns 1thioh are a~ relevant to th~ programs as they are
to ~tgh.way programs, and It was the Committee's feeling that the
entire issue should be resolved at one ~ime, and in a consistent, national
P~!>cedure. The alternative, which might prove to be,irresistible if the
rneceme~l.approach of H.R. 3787 w~~ to be -adop~; would lead to
th~ :{>OSSib~hty,,~rh~p~ ~wen: proba.bility,.of the creatio~ of a number
of d.i1ferent an mconsistent NEPA reqmteni&nts, varymg by agency
and by region. Such a result could only, and most charitably, be described as chaotic; it isjrecisely for this reason that laws such as
1\TE~A have been drafte· and enacted.: to et1courage uniformity and
~J\Sisq,IJC.Y. ac~~~ tb.e J:x>ar~, an~ thronP.'hout the F~de.ral Government.
Certam of the other as:r;>ects of H.R. 3787, whi~ . the COmmittee
c()nsidered to be defectS-It& application to designated states only,
and its a~ignity-;eo'!lld be cured by appro:pl'Ia.te . ~cti~:m by ih.e
House. '!'he fundamental d~fect, however, of tlie necessartly limited
approae)l of H.R. 3787, cannot possibly be removed by House action
?ill~r. 'than that which
proposed here: appl'oval of H.R. 31.30 and
mactiOrt on H.R. 3.787.
·.

is

BACKGROuND

AND

NEED

FOR LEGISLA'l'ION

TACking an agreement between the Federal Highway Adniiliistration an'd ·th~..C.otlnci! pn Eitvi:rorunen~!J.l, Quality re~rd~~ . a satiS.:
fae~ry adnilmstrabve solution,. ·n.R. 8787 'was· mttOduced and
~~i'red to the .House Public orks COnun.ittee as an amendment to
th~ Fedei;al Aid High*A-1 'Act. Its purpose was to allow the Feder~l

"r

~1g~;rrat- ~~Itiinistra~iori ~ ~dopt -~rivironmental~i~p!tct sfa~m~;n~,
aftl(lr anaylsis and e~iuatldn, 'which were ·prep!O"ed by' tha Stl\.te.

..A.fter twtl da:f.S 'of hearings by the Public Works CommjttE!e, H.R.
37R'7 wa~ ~po~~d. ou't wi~h .favo~b!e r'ecommendft.~iotis and sequentJnl'ly .-eferred to the Merchant" Marme and Ffshen~ ()>mmittee on
);{lt:Jijh 22; 1975 for ccinsiderlitioti and iktio:n 'f or a peri~ endiitg riot
Ilt't~r tbnn April 12, 1~75.
· ·· · · ·
The SubMmmittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Ctin8ervati&b. and
Qte.EnYir~nment held ,two d"ys of h,~ari~gs on H.R~ 378s;:,H;:~.t·;a128;
f:I.!t.. 3'130, H.R_. 3968, .~.It. 4159, ll:n~ ~·~: :~9~~· : Te~bmo~r. was
TP;t:~~vF(l f~m. t.~e F~deq~.l H.Ig~~ay ~~~ml~Uitr~ttoh, the Counctl on
En'V~n.l!lent~l qtial~l~~t~e COmtnissibne.rS, of Higpw!'-Y~~nd T:ttns~
P0~3~~o~ :froJn t~~ ~illf9 .o f N.e~ York apd .V ermont,.represeritatiVe8
:from . cdtitractor arid union 'orga'niib.tions, and interested' environ~
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m.~ntal._pups

in the ~ staW a-rea. Most of the wjtnesses were
pnmar-1Iy ·ooncerned that some relief be provided in the Second
Circuit to allow abated projects to move forward.
In ~he course of the hearings, there was extensive discussion of the
questi.On o.f whether or not any legislation was required. It appeared
~ be the general consensus that, while legislation may not be required
m theory, the pvactioal circumstances of the case make it highly
desirable.
During the hearings, H.R. 3787 was criticized by l'tloet, and in some
~ases, all witnesses, as being inadequate for one or more of the followmg reasons:
L As restricted the three states alone;
2. As restrieted to highway projects alone;
3. As constituting an indirect and collateral attack upon the
Nationa.l Environmental Policy .Act; and
4. As being so vague as to encourage further litigation on the
implications of its language.
GENERAL DxsetrSSION

The legislation in question has been extensively analysed by the
Committee, and it is their considered conclusion th,at, as amended,
H.R. 3130 is .fullY. responsive to the needs of the situation.
In its present form, S.R. 3130 does no more than clarify existing
law. It may, however, be desirable to consider in somewhat greater
detail the implications of some of the language contained in the bill.
The bill refers to " (a) statement prepared after January 1, 1970",
the date that NEP.A was signed into law. While this phrasing raises
the possibility that H.R. 3130 migh\, in some manner, be interpreted
as retroactive in character, the Committee wishes to make it clear that
this is not the intent or the etfect of the bill. AB already noted, the
Committee believes that H.R. 3130 does no more than restate the law
as it existed on January 1, 1970, as it exists today, and as it will continue to exist in the .future. Inclusion of the January 1, 1970, date
jn the bill simpl~ amplifies this purpose, and makes it clear that the
bill is -r etrospective, as well as prospective, in its application.
The langu~ "fJta.£e agencies and officials" refers to t hose officials
to whom the t&llk of preparing statements has been appropriately
desi~nated at the preeent time. In no case would H.R. 3130 permit delegation to any state agency lacking sufficient resou~ personnel, and
interdisciplinary eJg>erti~ to prepare an EIS that meets the requirements of NEPA. The bill is not intended to address practices of FedeJ;~ a~ncies whieh inTolve any public or private entities other than
statewidCJ ~ies.
Substantial concern was e,;preseed that agencies such as FHWA
would be permit~d to participate on.ly a.s obServers of the process of
preparing an ~pact statement under I;I.R. 8130 as amended. The
language. of the bill "furnishes ~idanee and pt~orticipates in" is intended to re-emphasize the basic precept of NEPA that Federal offi-

cials consider the eA:vironmental ramifications of proposed Federat
actions. The C-ourt of Appeals for the District of Columbia. enw1eiated
this basic priooiple in OaJvert Oli/8· Ooof!d-ifUJtifl,g Oommit~ee v.
Atomic Energy (/ommission:
NEP.A was meant to do more than regulate the flow of
papers in the Federal Bureauc~y. The word "accompany"
m section 102(2) (C) must not be read so narrowly as to make
the Act ludicrous. It must ~ther, be read to indicate a Congressional intent that environmetal fact ors, as compiled in
t.~e "detailed statement" be considered through agency reVIews processes.
Under our a:rn.endment, the re$p(>niible Federal agency would stiU
be bound by the Council on Enviro~ntal Quality guidelines. .At
present, those guidelines in pertinent part state ;
Where an agency relies on an applicant to submit initial
environmental infuuoatron, the agency should assist t he applicant by outlining the types of information required.
~ COJ?plete ex~lication of the req_uirement of guidance and participatiOn IS found m the CEQ Legal Report "DeleWltion by Federal
Agencies of Responsibility for Preparation of E nvironmental Impact
Sta~ments" of September 5, 1974, . included in th.e Committee's
heanngs:
Some of the responsibilities for EIS drafting may be delegated to public organizations if it is subject t o the following
qualifications: (a) There must be extensiTe and effective Federal agency participation in the drafting process, including
the assumption of respc:msibility for t he scope and cont ent of
the EIS. Agencies should establish ~ific guidelines for
t~eir staff in. coordinating ~nd participating in the prepar ation of such Impact statements.
The Committee in no way intends to alter the law on "guidance and
participates" as set out in that Report.
The language "independently eyaluates" is intended to assure that
the Federal agency consider, critically review and, when apl?ropriate,
c~a.nge and supplement the work of the State agency or ofticial, along
with other comments and input, in guidin~ preparation of the draft
and final statements and in the ultimate deciSion. Norbert T. Tiemann
FHWA Administrator, summarized the FHWA proeadures:
'
We already critically review and, where necessary, change
and supplement. EiSs; we ~nly adopt an EIS as our own when
wear~ fully satisfied that~~ accurately, adequMely, and without. bias pre~e~ the environmental ililil!J>aCt of a proposed
project. (Testimony before the SubcOmmittee, .A.pl'il 'T,
1975.)

The Agency must continue, as now, to reasonably assure the accuracy and adequacy of the data in the statement and to assure its
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appropriate ~e in the..A~ay's decl~Jion-ma.kilJ.i• Th~ bill is not ~:
tended to reqmre du:P!teaby0 effort .-on the, pt!o~O~·the1 ~e~erf\l .offi<?al
unless that official has adequa~ reason to qQeetlon the mformat1o~
supplied.
The .Co~}~. i~ i.J?... e~tiry ~~II].~~t . ~ith the. need to }lave all
Federal dooJSlon-ma~ers fUlly accountable for thetr colnphance, or·
nonco~li4Jlce, with Federal enviro~ental b,ws. The procedure here
describe(t Will re~in the ,oppo~Uilit;r !or ~uc~ acc.o'!nt~bi.lity, because Federal declSlOnmak:ers will remam Within th~ JUrisdiction of
the C:EQ. Guidel~~~(~xi!J>l~~W'!-~llig NEP~' and will rontinue to be
answerable for thetr aa~ions.
The 00'11Jlervation Society opinion is a successor to an ea'rlier opinion
of. the Court of Appeals for the Second Cmcuit in Gr66t1£ Oot.tlnty
Pla'TI!lting Boa1'd v. 1f'fderal ·P(YU)er Oomtnt&~, 455 F. 2d 412 ~2d.
Cir., 1972), 0e1't. Denid). 40~ U.S.· 849 (1973). The Groone Ootmty
decisi9n is the first and leading qpinion on the "delegation" rol8stion.
The ~~ .of. t~at qpini.o:p~ and .the basic holding in JP.e ~a~ have
n~ver ~n "'lM~ A.v ~ qpqrt, nor should H.R. 3l30.be. ~~~Pn~PJ)ff~d as
djstur]:nng the b88,1c logt.~ of that case.
Co'NCLUSION

It is the· •iew of the Committee that the ·Natic>Jial Envi:oonme:ntaf
Policy Act is sufficiently clear to allow the Supreme Court to t:eSQ}V.6:
an apparent ~nfl~ between circuits over this issue. Were theJ"e time
enough.to p.lJow th~ jpdi~a~ process to disp~ of :this ~bleni. it would
be the preferen~ 0~ the O>mmittee to favor this course ()f actio!)..
Time is.shQrt, however, and .a credible case h~s been made that Congressiolllll.l aotion jl! pecessary to nrevent inequity, by resolving this
issue. ill this :q.~.anner. Since the course that we recominencl does no
more than to restate what we believe to ha"Ve been the law from the·
!>eginning,,we see no.·pa~icular difficulty in. this pr~e~ure. If this bill
l8 enoo.ted mto.law, It wdl have the effect of removmg an unnecessary
obstacle in the way of ~rtain useful public works projects.
It should be .note.d that the bill by no means proVides carte blii!Mft'6
tO highway construction progrrups. It does not sanction a "rubber
st'mP." ap,proach !·o F~deral. responsibilities; nor. 4oe$ i~ allow FedentT
ntnctlon~rleS to mdestep the other r~ponsibilit'J.es plaeed upon them
by law il),cluding, but not limited to, NEPA. What it 'does is to encourage adequate inputs of information by those best suited to dey~J<>p
that informs!fion, d.nd to ensure that a cohtinuing Federal presefibeiismandated to fit that inronnation into a ratioJutl and realistic planningand decisiOJHnaking process.' If 8lehted1 H.R. 8130 would have this,
and qn}'l/ thh~ eft'ect.
The FnJl Cotnmittef) met on April 10 to mark up the leWslation before it, and aft~r ha\tingo djgcharged the Suboommit~ on Fisheries:
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and Wildlife Conee:rvatiion and the Enviilomn~t from :f.urther com~Id
eration of the legislation, ordered H.R. 3130 reported favorably to the
House, with an amenaiDent, a quoruro being present. H.R. 3130 was
approve~ P.Y the Full Co,nun,it~ hy a voice vote.
CoS'ft! ol' ~HE LEoxsLATION
. The C,omm'ittee estimates that no additional costS would be incurred
m carrymg out H.R. 3130, as amended, in the current fiscal 1,ear or in
any of the yell:rs .followib.g this fiscal year.
'
Comru'N~

Wrr:o: HousE Rm.E XI

;(1) With~ to the rlllqni-mments of clause 2(1) (3) (A.) of Rule
~1, of the Rules of the House of Representat ives, no overSight hea.rmgs have been held on the subject matter of this legislation, be;rond the

t~o days of. heat;Jngs on t~e P!lrticular problem held by the Subcom-

mittee on F1sher1es and Wildlife Conservation and the Environment
(2) With respect to the requirements of clauses 2(1)('3) •(.:B) and
(C),, o! Ru~e XI of the Rules, ~e bill does ~ot provid~ new budget authority o~ 1~creased tax expenditures, and It has recetved no esiimate
and eotnpa.nson. prepa-recl by the Director of the Congressi.cimal Budget
Offic~. COnsequently, no such information ia supplied to meet these
reqmrelDfJiltil.
· (I) With reSpect to th~ requirements of cla,use. (2)(1) (3) (D) of
Rule ~I of the 'Tholes, the Committee has received no neport from 't he
Committee on Gov&nment Opera.tions on this subject.
(4) The Committee. reports that enactment of H.R. 3130 as
8111lelld~d, would have. no infiationa.ry im.paet on prices and costs the
.operation of the national economy.

U:

DEPAJl'I'llrlBNTAL

REPORTS

No rep~pts have .been ~eiyed from any of t he Federal depart:p1ents
or ~Jgenfl~S .on th1s legtslatw~. Witnesses .f~m t~e. ;Depa.rtment of
J.:\'a,nsp_9rt&;tlon, the Federa~ H.ghway Administration, and tlie Council on. E?J-Vl~nmenta~ 9uality a.ppea.i:ed and testifted in the course of
t~e 11-~rmgs 1.Il O£pOSttion to H.R. 37.87, as amended. It was the ~clu
sto~ of ap of tpe Federal officials testifying that H.R. 3!30, as ttrilended,
wou~d W~&.~uate to meet the problems cre&.ted by the (/Orf,8ecyation
~oputy uec1s1on. :
CHANGES IN EXISTING

LAw

In complian~ with cl~tuse 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the H ouse

o~ R~presen~.tlves, as amended1 changes in existin~ law made by the
bt~l, ~s, re'poi¥d, a~ s~own a.S ~o~low~ .(new l!latter IS :printed injtalic,

existing la'W m which no change IS p,roposed IS shown m roman) :
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SECTlO.N ~02 Ot' 'l'liE NA'I'IONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT OF lllfl!l'

( 88 Stat. 853 ~Public Law 91-190)
S~tc. 102. (a) The Cdkig~ ~uthtJtizes ft._nd directs that,, to the fuHest
extent possible: (1) the pohc1es, ~lat10ns, and pubhc laws of the
United States shall be Interpreted and adtrlinistei-ed in a~ordance
with t.h$ __polici~ set forth in this Act, and ( 2) all agencles of the
Federal Govefiu~ent shall.
.
(A) utilize a system9#c, interdiscipli,nary app~ach ~luch will

insure the integrated use of the natur~l and S?Cial ~~ences ~nd
the environ1J18tl~l design arts in pla~g and m deCisronmaking
which may have an impact on man's environment;
.
(BJ identify and develop met~ods and ~ures, m . con$ultation with the Council on Env1ronmtmtal Quahty estabhshe~
by title II of this Act, which will insure that prt;eently unqu~t-~ti
fied environltlental amenities and values may be g~ven appropnate
consideratio'n in decisionmaking along with economic and tech~
nical consid.erationa ;
(C) include in eftry recommendation or re~ o~ p~s
for legislation and other major Federal act1ons sig:ntfi.cantly
affecting the quality of the human 6Ilvil'OiliD8nt, a detailed state~
ment by the ~n8ibile official on.
(i) the environmental impact of the pro~d action,
(ii) any adverse environmental t1fectB whiCh cannot be
avoided should the prop<M~al be implem~nted,
(iii) alternatives to the proposed actiOn,
(i\T) the t~elationship ~tween local short-term uses of man's .
environment and the mamtenance and enhancement of long•
term productiVity, and
(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of .re-·
sources which would be involv~d in the proposed action
should it be implemented.
Prior to making any det.a iled sta~ment, the responsible Federal
official shall consult with and obtain the comments of any Federal agency which ht\s jurisdiction by law or special expertise with
respect to any environmental impact involved. CoJ?ies of such
statement and the comments and views of the appropriate FMeral,
State, and local agt~ncies, which are authorized to de~elop and enforce environmental standards. shall be made 1wallable to the
President, the Council on Environmental Quality and to the public as provided by section 522 of title 5, Uni~~ States Code, ~nd
shall accompany Ute prq>OS&l through the ex1stmg agency revleW
processes·
(D) stqdy, develop, and ~esc~ibe '~t,ppropriate al~rn~tivl's to
ncoinniended courses of actiOil m any proposal wh1ch mvolves
unresolved conflicts 'ooneeniing alternative uses of available
resources;
.
(E) recognize the worldwide and long-range character of enVIronmental problems and, where. consistent wit~ t~~ f?reign policy of
the United States, lend appropnate support to mitiatives, resolutions,
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and programs designed to maximize international cooperation in anticiJ?ating and preventing a decline in the quality of mankind's world
environment ;
(F) make available to States, counties, municipalities, institutions,
and individuals, advice and information useful in restoring, maintaining, and enhancing the quality of the environment;
(G) initiate and utilize ecological information in the planning and
development of resource-oriented projects; and
(H) assist the Council on Environmental Quality established by
title tl of this Act.
(b) A statement prepared after J anuary 1, 1970, shall not be
deemed to be legally i'n8'Ufficien_t solely by re<JJJon of having been _pre1'are4 by a s~ate agency or offi<!ial i f !he reapO'tUJible F_ederal ot!fci.al
fu1"11Uhes guidance and pa:rtwipatea ~n 8'UCh preparatwn ood zndependentlJI evaluates such statement ~ to ita approval and adopticm.. Thi8 proaedure shall, not relkve the Federal otfieUil of his reaponsibilitiu for th6 scope, objectivity, and content of the statement, nor
~1 any other reaponsibilitiu wnder thiS Act.
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MINORITY VIEWS ON H.R. 3130
The Committee has properly pointed out the need to move with
:all deliberate speed to allow the States of Vermont, New York, and
Connecticut to move forward on vitallY. needed public works ~rojects.
The Oommittee in its deliberations failed to sufficiently cons1der that
on February 12, 1975, the President released $2 billion in impounded
highway funds to be ma.de available to all states on a first come-first
served basis. The released funds have to be obligated by June 30, 1975.
The Committee on Public Works and Transportation, on March 22,
1975, ordered reported H.R. 3787 which had the limited purpose of
allowing the three states affected by the Ve1"11W'''tt Oase to participate
in released highway funds along with the other forty-seven states of
this Union.
My colleagues are to be commended in attempting to clarify congressional intent with resfect to the National Environmental l>olicy
Act of 1969 throughout al federal-aid programs. In fact, with appropriate clarification, H.R. 3130 can be the kind of legislation that is
currently needed. My concerns, however, are twofold. First, this bill,
since it involves all federal programs, may take a longer time and
be an excuse for not enacting H.R. 3787. H.R. 3787, bemg narrower
in scope, in my view can be enacted quickly. And, secondl~, I am concerned that the effect of the Committee amendment requirmg that the
responsible Federal official "participates in such :preparation" raises
the prospect for further conflict, misinterpretation and litigation.
However, H.R. 3130, if clarified on the floor, could well be worthy of
support.
GENE SNYDER.
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AMENDING THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT TO
CLARIFY THE FEDERAL AND STATE ROLES IN THE PREPARATION
OF ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSES ON CERTAIN FEDERAL PROGRAMS

MAY 21, 1975.-0rdered to be printed

I

Mr.

HAsKELL,

from the Committee on Interior and Insular A1fairs,
submitted the following

REPORT
[To aecompe.ny H.R. 8180]

The Committee on Interior and Insular A1fairs, to which was referred the Act (H.R. 3130) to amend the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 in order to clarify the {lrocedures therein with
respect to the preparation of environmental nnpact statements, having considered the same, reports favorably thereon with an amendment and recommends that the Act, as amended, do pass.
The amendment is as follows:
Strike all after the enacting clause and insert in lieu thereof the
following:
That section 102(2) (C) of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(83 Stat. 852) is amended by Btriking the semicolon at the end thereof and
inl!ertiDg a period and the following new paragraph :
"Any detaUed statement prepared after .January l, 1910, on a major Federal
action :funded under a progr~ of grants to states shall not be deemed to be
legally insuftictent solely by reason of having been prepared by a state agency
or o1ftcial which or who has statewide jurisdiction and has the principal planning and declsionmaklng responslblllty for such action if the responsible Federal
ofticial furnishes guidance and participates in ~mch preparation and independently evaluates such statement prior to its approval and adoption: Pro.,.tJell,
That, in any statement on any such action prepared after June 1, 1971$, the
responsible Federal ofticial shall prepare independently the analysis of any impacts of and alternatives to the action which are of major interstate slgniftcance : ProvUell tvrther, That the procedures set forth in this paragraph shall
nat relieve the Federal ofticial of his responsibllities for the scope, objectivity,
and content of the entire statement or of any other responslbillties under this
Act;".
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his responsibilities for the scope, objectivity, and content of the [EIS],
or of any other responsibilities under [NEPA]".

The purpose of H.R. 8130, as amended, is to remedy administrative difficulties arising from a December 11, 1974, ruling of the Court
of Appeals for the Second Circuit, Conservation Sooiety v. Seareta'r/1
(7 E.R.C. 1236). The ~rincipal issue in that case, now before the Supreme Court on a petition for writ of certiorari, is the degree to which
prel?aration of environmental impact statements (EIS's) required by
section 102(2) (C) of the National Environmenta1 Policy Act of 1969
(NEPA; 83 Stat. 852, 42 U.S.C. 4321} can be delegated by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to appropriate state highway authorities. The Court held that NEPA requires genuine Federal
participation in the preparation of an EIS on a portion of the :re.construction of Route 7 in Vermont, and found that such a test had not
been met by the FHWA. A vigorous debate has developed over the
meaning and impact of the rulmg-i.e. whether it permits substantial state preparation of a draft EIS as is suggested in the Council
on Environmental Quality guidelines and the rulings in several other
circuits, or whether it requires the Federal agency to prepare the EIS
ab imtio. Despite arguments by the Council on Environmental Quality that there was no significant distinction between the law in the
second Circuit and other circuits and that any problems imposed on
the FHWA by Conservation Society cou1d be resolved by relatively
minor administrative adjustments, the FHWA ordered an almost
~tal halt to all F~de~lly-funded highway projects in the three States
m the Second C1rcmt: New York, Vermont, and Connecticut. Although that order has been substantially modified and now would
apparently permit many projects to proceed1 the affected States have
had their confidence shaken and appear to be refraining from committing additional funds to highway projects until the issue is resolved with finality. The actions of the three States, plus the le~
imate fear of lost contracts and employment in a recessionary period,
have resulted in pressure for legislative action.
This pressure has increased as a reSult of rulings of a district court
in another circuit (A'f!palachian Mountain C71rib v. B'rinega1'- F.
Supp.........., D.N.H::.z..Aprll1975) a:ad another Court of Appeals (Swain
v.' Brinegar, - ~·. 2d -, 7th Cir., April 29, 19'15) .in the last four
weeks. These rulings appear to favor the interpretation placed on the
2nd Circuit decision that NEPA requires full and independent preparation of all EIS's by the Federal agency.
H.R. 3180, as amended, would establish a single, uniform procedure
for EIS preparation in a very limited number of Federal programs
most analogo~ to, and includi.ng, the Federal-aid highway program.
It would pel"!mt ~te preparatio~ ?f an ~IS so lonq as the responsible
¥ederal official guides and partiCipates m the EIS preparation and
~ndepende:r;tt!y e~aluat~ the product before approving and adopting
1t. In addition, It reqmres the Federal official to prepare independ·
~ntly for th~ E:rs the analysis of the impacts and alternatives of major
mtersta~ sigmficance associated with the project or action which is
the subJect of. the EIS. The bill specifically states that this uniform
EIS preparation procedure is not to "relieve the Federal official of

II.

BACKGROUND AND LEGISLATIVE HisTORY
THE ISSUE

. On ~anuary 12,}970, the ~ational Environmental PC?licy Act was
Signed mto law. l'iEPA proVIded both a conceptual basis and a legal
sanction for applying to environmental management the same highlevel concern we have applied to other areas ol bational importance.
The Act had three major purposes: (1) to declare ~rotection of environmental quality to be a national policy and proVIde a mandate to
all Federal agencies to effect that policy; (2) to create a Council on
Environmental Quality to insure that the mandate is carried out; and
( 3) to establish a set of "action forcing" procedures requiring an
environmental impact statement on any proposed major Federal action
which could significantly affect the quality of the environment.
Despite the success of NEPA in fulfilling these purposes, certain
issues and problems concerning its administration have arisen from
time to time. One such issue which has persisted throughout the half
decade of NEPA's existence is the extent of permissible delegation
of EIS preparation duties by the Federal agencies to consultants,
state go"\'ernments, other governmental units, or private applicants.
Although the principal case on delegation, Greene Oounty Pla(n;nifng
Board "· The FedeNZ Power Commiasion ( 455 F. 2d 412, 2nd Cir.,
1971) concerned NEPA procedures in an FPC licensing action, most
of the subsequent cases involve the procedures concerning projects
resulting from FHWA grants. The common thread which runs
through the major delegation cases is the requirement for extensive
Federal agency involvement in the preparation of environmental impact statements. The courts have looked to an active Federal role in
the process and assurance of objectivity in presentation of the information in the EIS's.
The CEQ guidelines, based on these decisions, placed the following
parameters on delegation of EIS preparation responsibilities:
. ~ere[~ Federal] agency relies on an applicant to submit
nntlal en.v1ronmental information, the agency should assist
th~ applicant by outlining the tyJ>eS of information :req~Ired. In all cases, the agency should make its own evaluatiOn of the environmental issues and take responsibility for
the scope and content of draft and final environmental
statements. (Section 1500.7 (c).)
To further clarify the law and the CEQ guidelines the Council,
on September 5, 19'14, iesued a "lep:al report" entitled "Delegation
·by Federal Agencies of Responsibility for Preparatio~ of Environ~en~l Impact Sta~ments". This report explatnM. the CEQ guidelines m. ~r detall an~ document;ed relevant legal decisions on the
delegation Issue. Among Its conclusiOns were the following:
1. There are n? 1~1 obstacles to delegation of collection
of data for submiSSion to the agency, even though it may be
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collected by an aw.licant or other interested party, as long
as the agencx specifies the infonnation to be submitted and
undertakes Its own analysis to assure the adequacy and
objectivity of the data.
2. Some of the responsibilities for EIS drafting may be
delegated to_{Lblic organizations, if it is subject to the
follo~ qua 'fications:
(a) There must be extensive and elective Federal
agency participation in the drafting process, including
the assumption of responsibility for the scope and content of the EIS. Agtmcies should establish specific guidelines for their staff in coordination and participation
in the preparation of such impact statements.
(b) The agency must undertake its own evaluation
of the environmental issues and develop a supporting
administrative record.
(c) Adequate checks must ensure that the EIS will
not be self-serving and that the reports submitted are
both obj~ive and adequate.
(d) The agency must have an interdisciplinary sta.1r
ca:pa.hility to meet its NEPA responsibilities, including
(a), (b), and (c) as outlined above.
The delegation issue was raised anew with the December 11, 1974:,
decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in
O~ifm Sockty of Sout'Mrn Ve1"11W'''tt v. Secretary of T1VM8portatiun (7 E.R.C. 1236), concerning the extent of permissible delegation of the EIS reparation duties to a State highway agency on a
Federal-aid highway project-a portion of the reconstruction of Route
7 in Vennont. The Court held that "genuine Federal preparation"
was required by NEPA and found that such a test had not been met
by the FHWA. At the same time, however, the Court cited with approval the longstanding CEQ guideline which sanctions Federal
agency reliance on materials supplied by an applicant, but submitted
to an independent evaluation by that agency. In a note, the court
quotes the CEQ guidelines as permitting such materials to be submitted by an ap.plicant "in the fonn of an EIS".
The 00'Mer'1Jation Somety case is now before the Supreme Court on
a petition of certiorari. In the interim since the ruling was handed
down, however, the meaning and impact of the case has become a
matter of substantial debate. Some, including the Depattment of
Transportation and a number of State hig-hway depaitments, apparently believe that the decision disapproves the existing CEQ guidelines and the law in several other circuits and establishes for the three
states of the second circuit a new burden of Federal responsibility.
Others, including the Council on Environmental Quality, believe that
the decision upholds those guidelines, the law of the other circuits,
and FHWA pl'QCedures based thereon., but simply finds that they
were not followed in the instant case. In short, there is question of
whether the opinipn changes the law for preparation of EIS's in the
three Second Circuit states or finds that the facts in the case do not
support the generally accepted legal requirements.

5
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

In the face of this debate and as a participant therein, the FHWA
called a halt to further processing of a significant number of major
highway projects in New York, Connecticut, and Vermont. This action distressed those concerned about unemployment problems in an
already suffering construction industry in the three states. Soon thereafter a number of Congressmen from afected districts introduced
legislation to clarify the law and overturn those portions of OO'Mervatifm SocUty which led to the order to stop the processing of highway
projects.
While these bills were being considered in the House of Representatives, the FHWA issued several subsequent directives which would
have permitted the processing of many of the stalled projects. However, the concern and uncertainty over the the potential impact of
Oonaervation Society did not dissipate and House action followed.
The House P ublic Works Committee acted first and on March 22,
1975, less than a month after the bill's introduction, reported H.R.
3787. That bill would amend the Federal-aid highway law by adding
at the end of section 109(h) of title 23, U.S.C., the following:
Any detailed statement reqUired by section 102(2) (C) of
[NEPA} for any Federal-aid highway project in the States
of New York, Vermont,·and Connecticut which was prepared
by the State on or after January 1, 1970 and which after
analysis and evaluation has heen adopted or is hereafter
adopted by the Secretary of Transportation shall be deemed
a statement prefared by the Secretary of Transportation for
the purposes o [NEPA].
·
H.R. 8787 was then rereferred to the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee which enjoys the jurisdiction over NEPA. On April
11, the Merchant Marine Committee reported favorably its own bill
H.R. 3130, authored by Representative John J. LaFalce, and reported unfavorably on H.R. 3787. That version of H.R. 3130 would
amend NEPA by adding a subsection (b) tO Section 102, as follows:
(b) A statement prepared after January 1, 1970, shall not
be deemed to be legally insufficient solely by reason of having
been prepared by a State agency or official if the responsible
Federal official furnishes guidance and participates in such
preparation and independently evaluates such statement prior
to Its approval and adoption. This procedure shall not relieve the Federal official of his responsibilities for the scope,
objectivity> and content of the statement, nor of any other
responsibilities under this Act.
Both bills passed the House under suspension of rules on April 21,
1975; H.R. 3130 by a vote of 370 to 5, H.R. 3787 by a vote of 275 to 99.
H.R. 3130 was referred to the Senate Interior Committee and H.R.
3787 was referred jointly to the Senate Interior and Public Works
Committees. A joint hearing of the two Committees on H.R. 3130 and
H.R. 3787 was held on May 5, 1975. It was co-chaired by Senator
Lloyd Bentsen, Chainnan of the Subcommittee on Transportation of
the Public Works Committee, and Senator Floyd K. Haskell, Chairman of the Subcommittee on the 'Environment and Land Resources
of the Interior Committee.
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Subsequent to the reporting of the two bills from their respective
committees in the House and prior to t;he joint hearing in the Senate,
two additional decisions, one by a district court in another circuit
(Appal_achian MOtiHitain Oltib v. BriMgar, F. Supp. D.N.H., April
1975) the other by another court of appeals (Swain v. Brinegart- F
2nd. - , 7th C~r., April 29, 1975) appeared to supp01t the mterpretation of the 00'1t8ervation Society ruJin~ that the responsible Federal official must prepare independently the entire EIS without the
benefit of a draft statement or substantial analysis prepared u,.itially
by the State agency. Although the extent to which these decisions were
contrary to CEQ guidelines, existing law in other circuits, and FHWA
regulations based thereon could be debated, the rapidity with which
these decisions followed 001t8ervation Society seemed only to increase
the concerns of those who feared massive interruptions in highway
construction, with their attendant adverse economic consequences.

The Committee is fully cognizant of this concern and recognizes
that no legislation can be written to avoid all opportunities for litigation. Ho.wever, in the libsence of H.R. 3130 and the uniform procedure
for delegation of EIS preparation responsibilities it would provide,
continued litigation is assured. Furthermore, the Committee firmly
believes that the language in its· amendment to H.R. 3130, if accompanied by intelligent implementation by Federal and State agencies:
~ould foreclose all or most judicial intervention on the delegation

COMMITI'EE ACTION

Both bills were placed on the Interior Committee business calendar
for mark-up on May 14, 1975. The Committee, by unanimous voice
vote, chose to report favorably H.R. 3130, as amended.
The Committee recognized that the problem H.R. 3130 is designed
to remedy may prove to be far less significant then first portrayed.
As about 91 percent of FHWA actions (accounting for 35 percent of
the funds) do not ~uire EIS's, many small projects are not affected
by OoruJervation Soetety. Furthermore, many of the larger highway
projects requiring EIS's which were originally thought to be halted
by OoruJervation Society could have proceeded under the three criteria
for the processing of State-prepared EIS's established by the FHWA
in its February 26, 1975, directive. Lastly many more of the projects
felt to be halted have been found to be sufficiently far back in the planning process that no funds would be expended thereon or jobs generated thereby for lengthy periods of time-periods of sufficient
duration to permit the making of any changes in EIS preparation
procedures which might be required by 00'1t8ervation Society without
delaying the completion of the projects' EIS's.
The Committee determined, however, that a legislative solution
would be appropriate. This determination was made on two grounds.
First, the uncertainty generated by the decision appears sufficient to
hinder highway construction and perhaps sacrific employment opportunities, whether or not such results are truly required by the Second
Circuit decision. Furthermore this situation has exposed NEPA to
criticism, warranted or not, which could lead to serious erosion of the
statute's strength. Both the uncertainty and the criticism and their
potentially harmful results can best be abated by legislative action.
Some have all~ that a fundamental flaw of this Je~slation, the
purpose of which is to reduce uncertainties created by liti~tion and
the delays resulting from such uncertainties, is the potential it might
have to produce results antithetical to this purpose, these results being
additional litigation and delays.

ISSUe.

The Committee considered both H.R. 3130 and H.R. 3787 and ordered reported only H.R. 3130. The Committee found H.R. 3130 pre:f..
erable to H.R. 3787 for the following reasons:
1. H.R. 3787 is restricted to the three states to which the 0()'11861"Vation Society decision applies. Yet the issue the bill addresses is already
faced by otner states as a result of the Swain and Appalachian Mowntain 07Jub decisions. Further court decisions may well apply more
widely the principles in these cases. Passage of legislation restricted
to a smgle area would place Congress in the posture of being re.quired
to approve additional legislation each time a Court in a new district
or circuit rules on the delegation issue in any manner which could be
interpreted as contrary to existing CEQ guidelines and FHWA regulations on EIS preparation. H.R. 3130 would avoid this incremental
legislative approach by providing a uniform, national procedure.
2. H.R. 3787 is also restricted in its application to a single Federal
program-the Federal-aid highway program-and a single Federal
agency-the Department of Transportation. Other Federal agencies or
programs are involved in similar fact situatiQns (i.e., providing Federal grants to State agencies with statewide jurisdiction), but, unlike
H.R. 3180, H.R. 8787 does not establish a procedure applicable to all
Federal q.gencies similarly situated. H.R. 3787, were it to be adopted,
would lead to the possibility, even probability, of the enactment of a
number of different and inconsistent EIS preparation requirements,
varying by agency or program (or, as in 1 above, by region).
3. H.R. 3787 would prescribe a procedure for EIS preparaton not
within the context of the law which mandates that prel?arationNEPA-but through an amendment to a law concerning a ~le Federal program-the Federal-aid highway law. The Committee IS firmly
opposed to this method of amending NEPA indirectly throl.!gh
amendments to other laws or provisions in other legislation. NEPA
has proven to be an effective statute by virtue of its full and equal
applicability across narrow functional or jurisdictional program or
agency barriers. Special purpose, indirect amendments to NEPA
achieved through amendments to or {'rovisions in other laws are limited to the prolll"ams or agencies to which those laws are directed. These
indirect amendments, therefore, inevitably suffer from the faults of
restricted applicability described in 1 and 2 above. No matter how meritorious their language may be, these indirect amendments constitute
collateral attacks on NEPA in that they erode the attribute of universality so important to NEPA and serve as precedents for further
indirect amendlnents which may be of dubious merit.
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4. H.R. 3787 is ambiguous in its meaning and e1fects, and, thus, has a
potential for increasing lit~tion and dei&ys. For example, the terms
"furnishes guidance" and ' participates" in H.R. 3130 have been employed, or are synonymous with language, in judicial decisions, CEQ
guidelines, and Federal a~ncy regulations, whereas the words "after
analysis and evaluation" m H.R. 3787 are new. New language poses a
much greater threat of litigation, as the courts are often called upon to
be the ultimate arbiters in resolving disputes over the definition of that
language. Furthermore, one reading of H.R. 3787 is that it permits
virtual total delegation of EIS reqmrements to the states. Besides the
questionable wisdom of providing a State hijrhway department with
unchecked authority to prepare the final EIS, this d~ of delegation
is contrary to NEPA's most basic purpose of proVIding Federal accountability for the environment. Such a new_procedure would almost
certainly be subjected to the test of litigation. H.R. 3130 does not suffer
from the same ambiguity, would clearly not sanction such complete
delegation, and would therefore be more immune to judicial challenge.
Of course, a number of the problems associated with H.R. 3787
could be eliminated with language chan~; hcwever, the problems of
restricted applicability will remain by VIrtue of the bill's approach of
amending the Federal-aid highway law. Furthermore, even were the
langu~ of H.R. 3787 made virtually identical with H.R. 3130, the
Committee could find no persuasive reason for reporting two bills
with identical purposes.

and makes it clear that the bill is retrospective, as well as prospective,
in its application.
H.R. 3130 is designed to affect one kind of a~ncy action only. That
action, most tyfical of the Federal Highway Administration, involves
the granting o massive federal funding to a statewide agency, with a
relatively minor substantive federal involvement. Licensing agencies
and other regulatory agencies, as well as agencies lacking statewide
jurisdiction, are, by their nature, excluded from the scope of H.R. 3130.
The situation a1fected by H.R. 3130 is one in which the Federal grantmaking agency serves as more than a conduit for funds, thus invoking
NEPA because there is a decision-a major federal action havin¥ a
significant effect on the human environmentr-but one where plannmg
and the bulk of decisionmaking occur at the state level. Therefore,
H.R. 3130 does not apply to Federallicensinf, permitting, certificating,
contracting, or construction l?rogro.ms, al of which entail greater
Federal decisionmaking or whiCh do not involve grants of the specific
nature described. The Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries
expressed this intent in the Committee Report on H.R. 3130 (Report
No. 94-144) :
The language "state lf.gencies and officials" refers to those
officials to whom the task of preparing statements has been
appropriately designated at the present time. In no case would
H.R. 3130 permit delegation to any state agency lacking sufficient resources, personnel, and interdisciplinary expertise to
prepare an EIS that meets the requirements of NEPA. The
bill is not intended to address .Practices of Federal agencies
which involve any public or private entities other than statewide agencies.
By "officials to whom the task of preparing statements has been a.ppropriately designated at the present time" it is assumed that the House
Committee is referring to those state aFcies performing the planning
and major decisionmaking but operatmg predominantly with federal
funds.
In. the May 5, 1975, h.earing on. the legialation before the Senate
Public Works and Intenor Committees, the Chairman of the CEQ,
Russell Peterson1 responded to a question by Senator Haskell conce~ing the applicability of H.R. 3130 to other Federal programs by
noting that H.R. 3130 reached only a very few Federal programs other
than the Federal-aid highway program. Mr. Peterson said those programs were the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration program
and the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation's program of grants under the
Land and Water Conservation Fund Act.
The Committee full;r concurs with the judgment of the House committee and Chairman Peterson. However, several members felt that
~h~ judgments were based lar~l~ on legislative history and that
I~ would be prefer~ble to d~ribe m statutory language the single
kmd of agency action to whiCh H.R. 3130 is considered applicable..
Therefore, the Committee, in its amendment in the nature of a substitute added the following italicized words to those originally found in

III.

ANALYSIS OF PROVISIONS

H.R. 3130, as amended, provides a single, uniform set of p_,rocedures
for the Federal government and State governments in the preparation
of EIS's on certain Federal actions. Its purpose is to resolve seemingly
different procedures permitted by the rulings of various Federal circuit courts. H.R. 3130 concerns procedure only and should not be construed as changing or a1fecting m any manner whatsoever the requirements concerning scope or content of the EIS found in clauses (i)
through (v) of section 102{2) (C) ofNEPA.
· H.R. 3130, as amended, applies only to section 102(2) (C) and no
other provisions of section 102 or the other sections of NEFA. To
insure that H.R. 3130 cannot be construed as a1fecting other provisions
of section 102 or the other sections of NEPA, the Committee amendment to the bill shifted the location of the NEPA amendatory language
from the end of section 102 to the end of section 102(2) (C).
H.R. 3130, as amended, refers to "any detailed statement prepared
after January 1, 1970", the date NEPA was signed into law. While
this phrasing raises the possibility that the bill might, in some manner,
be interpreted as retroactive in character, the Committee wishes to
make it clear that this is not the intent or the effect of the bill. As
already noted, the language of H.R. 3130 reflects procedures suggested
in CEQ guidelines, several circuit court decisions, and agency regulations. Thus, in a sense, its intent is to "enact existin~ law". Inclusion
of the January 1, 1970, date in the bill simply amplifies this purpose,
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H.R. 3130, as passed the House: "[A] statement prepa!:ed after January 1, 1970, on a major Federal action furuled wn.def' a program of
gratnts to states • • • by a state agency or official 'l.ohich or who ha8
statewide juriadiction and has the princi,fal planvning arul deci&ionrrwldng responaibil~ for B'UOh action . . .' .
H.R. 3130, as passed the House, and H.R. 3130, as ordered reported
by the Committee, have virtually identical language to assure Federal agency compliance with all the requirements contained in section
102(2) (C) of NEPA, the only provision of the law to which the legislation applies. The House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee
described the limited d~legation pennitted, and the full retention of
ultimate Federal responsibility required, by H.R. 3180, as follows:
·. . . [T]he bill by no means provides carte blanche to highway construction programs. It does not sanction a "rubber
stamp" approach to Federal responsibilities, nor does it allow Federal functionaries to sidestep the other responsibilities placed upon them by law including, but not limited to,
NEPA. What it does is to encourage adequate innuts of information by those best suited to develop that information,
and to ensure that a continuing Federal presence is mandated
to fit that infonnation into a rational and realistic planning
and decisionmalring process. If enacted, H.R. 3180 would
have this and only this, effect.
As the Committee has made no change in the language of H.R.
3130, as passed the House, upon which the statement in the House
Committee's report is based, the Committee concurs in the statement.
Under the language in bOth H.R. 3130, as passed the House, and
H.R. 3130, as ordered reported, the responsible Federal official retains
full responsibility for the "scope, objectivityt and content" of the
draft and final EIS. While he may rely u~n the state agency or officia.l to gather infonnation and prepare a draft EIS, in all cases he
must be responsible for the completeness, objectivity, and scope of the
EIS. Clearly, the Federal official can test the adequacy of the EIS only
if he "independently evaluates" it. However: a thorough and detailed
independent valuation of an EIS-particui&rl_y of its completeness
and accuracy-requires a high degree of familiarity with both the
proposed Federal action and the EIS preparation process. Thus, H.R.
3130 reguires the official to "furnish guitiance" and ''particifate in"
the EIS preparation. The involvement of the Federal offici& should
come early and at every critical stage in the preparation of the EIS,
and should be substantial and continuous.
In order to avoid the danger (discussed above) of constant judicial
testing of whether the degree of delegation of EIS preparation duties
is pennissible or impermissible, the Committee strongly urges the
affected Federal agencies to carefully document their guidance and
participation in the preparation, and their independent review, of the
EIS. In particular, the Committee wishes to emphasize the necessity
of maintaining in each Federal agency, and fully using during the
preparation and evaluation of the EIS's, a highly trained and capable

interdisciplinary staff. Both these ste1)8-ciooumentation of agency
activities and maintenance of the interdisciplinary staff-are particularly important as a means of avoiding unnecessary litigation. When
lt.R. 3130's provisions are working best-when the data and draft EIS
provided by the state agency or official are of high quality and re:!uire
only modest changes by the Federal official-the appearance of ' rubber stamping'' is greatest. Proper documentation and use of staff are
~he best means of reassuring whose who might leve~ the "~bb_er stampmg" charge, or, should the charge be made, of disprovmg 1t.
The Committee, in ado.Pting the amendment in tlie nature of a substitute, included a proviSO not found in H.R. 3130, as passed the
House. This proviso requires that for "any statement on any such
action prepared after June 1, 1975, the responsible Federal official
shall prepare independently the analysis of any impacts of and alternatives to the action which are of major interstate significance."
The wording of this proviso is carefully chosen so as to insure that
it does not result in either new delays in highway or other projects
within the compass of H.R. 3130 or in any si~cant departure from
the standards of permissible delegation set m H.R. 3130.
First, the June 1, 1975, date was chosen so as to make the proviso
prospective only. The Committee does not wish to have any EIS
already prepared or very near completion challenged solely on the
basis of failure to meet the purely procedural requirement of the
provisQ. (Of course, any EIS prepared prior to June 1 can be challenged fQr not adequately addressing impacts or alternatives of major
interstate significance. As noted above, nothing in the provisions of
H.R. 3130, which is entirely procedural, would alter the requirements
of NEPA concerning the contents of the EIS.) The phrase "prepared
after June 1, 1975" refers to legally adequate draft E IS's filed with
the CEQ after that date. However, the Committee fully expects that
the CEQ and affected Federal agencies will develop sufficiently flexible guidelines and regulations to insure that EIS's already substantiaUy prepared would not be delayed solely to meet the procedural
requirement of the proviso.
Second, the phrase "impacts of and alternatives to the action which
are of major interstate significance" has been carefully drafted to
insure that the proviso cannot be construed as inhibit~_g the delegation of EIS preparation duties ~rmitted in the text of H.R. 3130. The
verb "are" relates the words 'major interstate significance" to the
"impacts" and "alternatives" not to the "action" itself. This relationship of words is concrete evidence of the Committee's intent to eliminate any ambiguity which would permit construing of the proviso as
requiring a virtual second EIS to be ~repared independently by the
Federal official. No matter how "major' the Federal action may be, the
Federal-State participation in the EISjreparation permitted by the
first sentence of H.R. 3130, as amende , would apply to the largest
portion of the EIS. The requirement for independent Federal preparation is limited to only thOSe portions of the EIS directly concerned
with the impacts and alternatives of major interstate significance affecting the land, water, air or other resources on or in areas under the
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jurisdiction of other States or the Federal Government. Furthermore,
the proviso's languar. should not be construed as barring the responsib!e. :fede!'al offici~, in p~paring his independent analysis, from
sohc1tmg mformat1on or VIews from the States which would be
affected by these impacts.
Since a significant motivation for this lepsla.tion arises from problems related to highway projects, the proVISO can best be analyzed in
relation to those projects. (Of course, when other agencies are affected
by H.R. 3130, the following discussion, although limited to highway
examples, should be fully applicable.)
. The nature ?f highway projects frequently raises two types of
Issues: ( 1) routmg for subsequent segments which may be P-re-empted,
or at least affected, by decisions on the first segments, and (2) enVIronmental effects, including secondary impacts, of the projects. Secondary. im.Pacts are those defi~ed in Sec~ion 1500.8 (a) (3) (ii) of the
~mdehnes for the Pre_parat1on ?f Environmental Impact State:ne':l~s
ISSUed by the CEQ. When a highway segment would route sigruficantly increased traffic tlow into other states it raises questions in which
other states have an interest, e.g., siting of connecting segments, and
future highway and service construction in those other states.. When
highways cross or are located directly adjacent to a state border, the
construction and the highways may also create environmental effects
including air and water pollution, need for accommodating alte;d
traffic tlows, and secondary effects in the adjoining state. A highway
segment l?cated t?tally within a state may so affect a national park or
other nationally rmportant federal property or resources, such as to
significantly affect interests of citizens resid~ outside the state. The
range of alternatives to highway projects wliich have :r,>otential impacts of this magnitude may likewise have impacts of maJor interstate
significance; although, they may, perhaps, produce very different
consequences.
As both the purpose and reach of NEPA are of national dimensions, the Committee believes these interstate impacts and alternatives
must receive careful attention m any EIS. Furthermore, a comprehensive decision on the highway project cannot be made and a legally
adequate EIS cannot be prepared without full consideration of these
impacts and alternatives. Clearlly, a statewide highway agency does
not possess the requisite jurisdiction to adequately collect and analyze
data on alternatives or impacts affecting areas which are the responsibility of other states or the Federal Government. The Committee
felt, therefore, that the appropriate authority to prepare that portion of the EIS related to these impacts and alternatives must be
the responsible Federal official" referred to in section 102(2) (C) of
NEPA and throughout H.R. 3130.
It is e~ted that in interpret?ng this v.roviso! the agencies and the
courts will use care to act consistent With sect1on 1500.6 (d) of the
CEQ guidelines, to assure that it does not encourage the segmentation of projects that should reasonably be treated as single interstate
highway projects into shorter intrastate projects. The proviso should

not, however, be employed to seek impacts or alternatives of major
interstate significance ·where reasonable men would find none exists.

IV.

I

)

CoJOfi'ITEE REOOJO[ENDATION

The Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, in open mark-up
session on May 14, 1975, by voice vote with a quorum present, una.mmously recommended the enactment of H.R. 3130, as amended.

v.

TABULATION OF

vOTEB

CAST IN CoJOfi'ITEE

:fursuant to subsection (b) of section 133 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, the following is a tabulation of
votes of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs during consideration of H.R. 3130:
During the Committee's consideration of H.R. 3130, the Committee,
a quorum being present, cast unanimous voice votes to adopt an amendment to the bill and to order the bill, as amended, be reported favorably. The votes were cast in open mark-up session and, because the
votes were previously announced by the Committee in accord with the
provisions of section 133{b), it is not necessary that they be tabulated
m the Committee report.
VI. CosT
In accordance with subsection (a) of section 252 of the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1970, the Committee notes that no additional
budgetary expenditures would be involved should H.R. 3130, as
amended, be enacted.

VII.

EXECUTIVE CoJDroNICATIONS

No reports and communications from Federal agencies relevant to
H.R. 3130, as amended, have been received. Instead, aet forth below is
testimony of Federal agency representatives at the joint hearing of
the Interior and Public Works Committees on May 5, 19'75, and a
Public Works hearing on April 30, 19'7lS.
STATEMENT BY RussELL W . PETERSON, CHAIRMAN, CoUNCIL oN ENVIRONMENTAL QuALITY BEFORE A JoiNT MEETING oF T1IE SENATE
INTERioR CoMMITTEE AND THE TRANSPORTATION SUBCOMMITTEE OF
THE SENATE PuBLIC WoRKS CoMMITrEF., MAY 5, 1975

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss
the provisions of H.R. 3130 and H.R. 3787, both of which are bills
passed recently by the House of Representatives to clarify the res,Ponsibilities of Federal and state officials for the preparation of envuonmental impact statements on major Federal actions under theNational
Environmental Policy Act. At the outset, I would like to state the
Administration is interested in maintaining the substantive integrity
of the environmental impact statement process, while assuring that
its administration by all agencies is efficient and trouble free:
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NEPA is :five years old now, and by nearly all accounts, its provisions for environmental impact statements have become an accepted
and increasingly integrated part of the decisionmaking processes of
Federal agenCies. ThiS is not to say that problems do not occasionally
arise. It is such a problem of implementation of the Act that brings
us here today.
As I am sure you are all aware, the background for both bills before
you starts with a. December, 1974, decision by the Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, in 001t1Jervation Society of Southern Vermont v. Secretary of TralfUJpO'I'tation. At issue in the case was, among
other things, the degree of Federa.l agency involvement in the prepara.tion of an environmental impact statement for a portion of the
reconstruction of Route 7. The Court held on this issue that genuine
Federal preparation was required by NEPAt. and p_roceeded to :find
that sucli a test had not been met by the Fecteral Highway Administration. At the same time, the Court quoted with approval longstanding provisions in the Guidelines of the Council on Environmental Quality which permit the Federal agency to rely on materials
supplied by an applicant, but submitted to an independent evaluation
by the Federal agency. In a note, the Court quotes the CEQ as saying
that such ma.terials could be submitted by an applicant "in the form·
of an EIS."
The Conservation Society ca.se will soon be before the Supreme
Court on a petition of certiorari by the Solicitor General. Meanwhile,
a. debate has arisen over the impact of the opinion. Some~ including
DOT believe that the decision disapproves existin~ guiaelines and
estBibfishes for the three states of th.e Second Circmt a. new burden
of Federal responsibility. Others, including the Council, believe tha.t
the d~ision upholds ~~\manageable gu!delines and p~u!eB
estab~hed by CEQ and
A and upheld m. seve~! other cu-cmts,
but srmply finds that they were not followed m thiS case. In short,
there is a debate over whether the opinion changes the law for Federal
actions in these three states. or :find that the facts in this case do not
support the generally accepted legal :equirements.
Be that as it may, the ReQ'ional Administrator of FHWA called a
halt to further processing of a significant number of major highway
projects in New York, COnnecticut, and Vermont. The impact of this
action on those concerned about unemployment problems in an already
suft'ering construction industry in the three stat es wa.s immediate
and understandably distressing. Soon thereafter a number of Congressmen from aft'ected districts introduced legislation to clarify the
law and overturn those portions of the 00M6'r1Jation Society case
which led to the order to stop proceSsing highway projects. Those
bills served a.s a basis for the l~ation before you today.
Soon after the problems resultmg from the decision in the OOMervation. Society case were brought to our attention, we ~ht immediate remedies that could overcome the need to halt projects that
wou~d otherwise meet all requirements for fund!np; by .FHWA: In
particular, we attempted to develop workable admmistrabve solutiOns
by suggesting changes in DOT and FHWA procedures which we

believe would permit continued processing of high'Way projects and
compliance with the court's opinion without requiring a significant
increase in FHWA manpower devoted to preparation of impact statements. Directives were sent from FHWA's central office to the Regional Administra.tor and the affected states, provi~ guidelines
under which the processing of some projects could contmue.
When these bills were '6eing debated in the Ho~ it sho~d be
pointed out, further efforts were made by the appropnate comm~tt~
to design an administrative solution. The DOT position w~ that an
adminiStrative solution wa.s insufficient to overcome the reqwrements
for "genuine Federal preparation" called for in the opinion. As a
result of these efforts progress was made in the House on two bills,
H.R. 3787, a bill to amend the Highway Act approved by the Public
Works Committee, and H.R. 3130, a bill to amend NEPA approved
by the Committee on Merehant Marine and Fisheries. In the case of
bOth bills, the eft'ort was to clarify the law and to assure that the
long_standing EIS practices developed by FHWA and supported by
CEQ Guidelines could be carried out in every state. Neither bill would
lessen the role of the Federal ~cy to assure the ad8<{u&ey or
accuracy of the statement in terms of scope objectivity and content.
Both the bills have now been passed by the House and are before
you for consideration. I would like to summarize for you this morning
a number of ~ints concerning them.
Fir1t it iA t'M polititm of the Admini8tration that H.R. 3130 1lwtild
be enacted tU the unly acceptolJle reao'&utinn of thu ge11.erol ptJ'Oblem,.
This position is based on a. number of reasons:
1. H.R. 3130 provides better assurance of an undiminished standard
of Federa.l responsibility in the EIS process. It specifically calls for
the Federal official to guide and participate in the preparation of
the EIS. CEQ notes th.~t H.R. 3787 calls ~or "analysis an~ .ev~ua
tion", but does not specifically call for pdanoo and participation.
These new criteria in H.R. 3787 for defining the Federal officials's
NEPA responsibility would probably invite additional li~tion.
2. H.R. 3130 applies to all states and establishes a uniform statement of Congressional intent. H.R. 3787 applies to only three states
and does nothing to prevent future inconsistent adjudication in other
circuits. The establishment of a special rule for one circuit also
establishes the presumption that the law in other circuits is dift'erent,
thus exacerbating any confusion among the circuits.
3. H.R. 3130 applies to all Federal grants to state agencies, whereas
H.R. 3787 is limited to application to FHWA projects. As Congress
moves to clarify the law with respect to Federal and state l'eBponsibilities for the preparation of imp~ statements, it should do so with
respect t.o all grants tlo state agenCies.
Beomt.tl, I a'Muld poiftt out that both the H_ome 00'111Anitte6 R~~
and OEQ fJ91'6e that H.R. 3130 11hO'I.dd be limited to grttmJ rec&pienll
which are 1tate gO'Vernf'TWnt ag-e'I'W'iu operating througlwtd tluJ Btate.
To quote from the House Committee Report, "The language, 'state
agencies and officials' refers to those officials to whom the ta.sk of
preparing statements ha.s been appropriately designated at the pres-
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ent time. in no case would H.R. 3130 permit delegation to any state
ageney lacking sufficient resources, personnel, and interdisciplinary
expertise to prepare an EIS that meets the requirements of NEPA.
The bill is not intended to address practices of Federal a~ncies which
involve any public or private entities other than stateWide agencies."
While such entities can also do much of the work. of bringing together
materials for impact statements, we should be particularly careful
when preparation responsibilities are assi~ed to water districts, sewer
authorities, airport authorities, public utilities, and other similar entities when they are special purpose limited jurisdiction entities without statewide duties and responsibilities. We believe we should follow
closel;y: the language of the House Committee Report, and we concur
in it from a policy standpoint.
T!Urd, I wish to reiterate that Mither H.R. 3190 nor H.R. 9787, if
they were e'MCted, wO'Iild 1m, the opinion of the 00'1mcil on Environmental Q'tt<llity redluce the '1'68po'f1At"buity f01' completenu8, objectivity, tMtd accu1racy of ~tal impact 3tokmenu pl«ced by NEPA
on t'M ~Federal offlciqJ. Nor would it in any way reduce
his ~bility to modify, relocate, or reject any project in response
to the analysis provided in the impact statement or the comments
received on it. We believe this legislation will restate what we have
all alon~ believed and expressed in our guidelines and procedures were
the duties of NEPA on all of us to improve Federal decisionmaking.

were dismayed to find that they had already utilized all or most of
their .apportionment for a }>articular category in which projecta were
ready to move ahead. In other cateJOries where they did have a balance of apportioned authority, proJects were not ready for one reason or another. Thus, they were stymied in their ability to make the
most effective use of the additional release.
Both Houses of Congress have introduced legislation which will
give temporary relief to the matching problem. The bill recently passed
by the House of Representatives also contains a provision to partially
alleviate the impasse resulting from lack of authorizations by permitting certain inter-system transfers.
We are here today to discuss with you the relative merits and needs
for this p::."OSpective legislation-S. 952 dealing with the matching
problem, and, H.R. 3786, dealing with both matching and transfer
of authority.
Before commenting on these proposals I wish to re})C?rt on the
progress that has been made so far ln. the Federal-aid Highway J_)rograms. At the time of the release, more than seven months into Fiscal
Year 1975t ~rogram obligations were $2.7 billion. As of April18, they
were $4.3 1>1llion. In the ten weeks since the release, the States have
obligated $1.6 billion, or twice the rate which has been our normal
experience for this period of the year. In the two and one-half months
remaining, they must obligate an additional $2.3 billion if we are to
meet our ~oal of $6.6 billion. This is a formidable challenge, but we
are optimistic that it will be met.
I should point out, however, that we do not believe the program can
be increased much above the $6.6 billion level. Give or take a small
percentage, this is about optimum considering both the capacity of
the program itself to expand and the constraints which it faces, such
as environmental issues, alignment controversies, t ransit substitution
questions, and others.
I will now turn to the matching issue.
We have examined this problem in some depth over the past several
months. We have discussed various elements of it before this Committee, the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee, the House Public
Works Committee, and the House .Appropriations Subcommittee in
recent weeks.
H.R. 3786 and S. 952 both include provisions which permit Federal
payments for certain projects approved between February 12 and
June 30, 1975, to be increased above the statutory Federal share if so
requested by the State. In the House Bill, the increased payment may
cover 100 percent of the State's share. In the Senate Bill, the increase
inay not exceed two-thirds of the State's share.
Both Bills also require that any increased payments made thereunder be reJ?aid at a future date. In e1fect, they provide for relatively
short-term mterest-free loans.
We continue to oppose the J?rincipal of 100 percent Federal funding
because we do not believe it IS necessary nor that it will achieve the
intended or desired results.
As I mentioned earlier, we do not think the program can extend
much above the $6.6 billion level for F.Y. 1975 regardless of this proposed relief in matching requirements. Past surveys have shown that
fewer than eight States have cash flow problems, and many of these

STATEMENT oF NoRBERT T. TIExANN, ADMINISTRATOR, FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, BEFORE
THE SENATE Co:HHITTEE ON PUBLIC WoRKs, APRIL 30, 1975
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee% on February 11,
1975, the President directed that an additional $2 btllion in obligating
authority be immediatelJ released to the States for use in expanding
their "Federal-aid Higltway" programs. The release increased the
total available for these programs from the $4.6 billion originally
planned for F.Y. 1975 to $6.6 billion. It was made from contract
authority already enacted by Con~ss through F.Y. 1976, and it reduced tlie amount of that author1ty which had been impounded at
that time from $11.1 billion to $9.1 billion.
·
The objectives of the February releases which permitted the $6.6
billion program were straightforward and simple. It was designed to
help reverse the growing trend in unemploymE'.nt while, at tlie same
time, making a useful and productive capital investment with Federal funds.
Almost simultaneously with the announcement. of the expanded
highway program, it was reported from several quarters that many
of the States would not be able to participate because they lacked the
cash necessary to meet their shares of this joint Federal-State effort.
Estimates of the number of States with matching problems have
varied widely, ranging from only a few to 20 or 30.
Concurrently. with this particular issue, another impediment to
program expansion was identified in some quarters. several States
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can be resolved through other avenues by the States themselves. In
some cases they already have.
Furthennore, such Iegislation has several potential drawbacks:
(1) Even though temporary, such legislation may establish precedence for a permanent position for the highway program and for
other ~rograms.
.
(2) The anti-recessionary potential of the $2 billion release may be
lost d it does not result in a truly expanded highway construction
program, which, without matching funds, would be reduced by about
-20 ~rcent.
.
.
( 3) If perpetuated, such a course of action could become inftatlonary
jn it.eelf.
( 4) There are \)Otential inequities in that several States have used
most or all of thell' current apportionments and could not participate
in those legislative features.
I now refer to the feature of H.R. 3786 which ~rmits a State to
"borrow," again temporarily for the period from February 12 to June
30, 19'15, from one class of apportioned funds for use on projects on
any Federal-aid highway system other than the Interstate System.
Under terms of the proposed legislation, these too are loans and must
be repaid.
We do not oppose this proposal for we feel it has some virtue in
helping the States to implement their own priorities by giving them
greater flexibility in the use of the rather narro:w categorical apportionments. This would also permit them to more readily concentrate on
labor-intensive projects.
Some States have been quite successful in several of their categorical
programs and already hav~ begw;t obligating their apportionm~nts
from the F.Y. 1976 authorizations. .AB they approach the apJ,>OrtiOnment ceiling in one or more categories, there is a reduction m their
choice of projects because they are limited to those categories which
still have be.lances of authority. These may not be the most important
to the State nor the most effective in helping to reverse the economic
recession.
The proposed legislation could alleviate the situation, yet, because
of its temporary nature and payback feature, would not change the
program mix which Congress initially authorized in the substantive

mental impact statements (EIS) ourselves, rather than requiring our
1 the State highway agencies, to prepare them under FHWA
superviSion.
Federal-aid highways are planned, designed, constructed, owned.;
and maintained by State highway agencies. To qualify fqr Fede?J
aid, they must meet Federal statutory and regulatory standards wtth
respect to all aspects of highway development. These requirements
are not only the technical ones of design and specifications, but also
those of Federal policies on relocation housing, fair labor standards,
civil rights, publro participation, and, of course, environmental concerns. Federal approvals are required at various steps along the way
in the development of a particular highway project, but the responsibility for meeting these requirements is placed on the States. In the
59 years since the enactment of the original Federal-aid Road Act of
1916, the States have all developed highly sophisticated highwa;y agencies to comply with Federal law. The Federal Highway Administration has remained throughout essentially a reviewing agency. It maintains a relatively small division office in each State, which works
closely with the State highway agency, providing advice and assistance to the State officials and employees who actually do the basic
work. An additional review sta:ff is maintained in regional offices for
broader ~licy questions.
When the requirement that enviro~ent~l considerati~ns be documented was added to the list of Federal requirements for highway projects by the enactment of NEPA, the responsibility for preparing
EISs was assigned to the States, under the oversight of FHW.A. and
with the cooperateion and assistance of FHWA. Recognizing that the
NEPA is addressed to Federal agencies and covers Federal actions,
our procedures provide that the environmental impact statements prepared by the States would have to be reviewed substantially and
ad()pted as FHWA statements.
Under this yrogram, those who work out the details of a project take
environmenta. considerations into account at the earliest stages because
they know that they must document these considerations for later
FHWA approvals. NEPA is thus made a live substantive requirement
in the highway development process, rathAr than a dry procedural one
that must be met by someone else later on. Delays are reduced by this
approach, while the responsibility for Federal agency oversight is met.
If FHWA personnel were to produce EISs on Federal-aid projects at
t.he review stage, they might well have to keep sending projects back to
the States for modification in the light of their after-the-fact environmental analysis. We believe that the true success of NEPA is measured
more in the number of environmentally unsound projects that are
never proposed than by the number of projeets rejected or changed on
the basis of an EIS. By the time a project is formally submitted for
Federal-aid, considerable time and effort has been spent, and changes
are wasteful and difficult. If the environment is taken into account at
all stages, project approvals should flow smoothly. Now that we and
the States are famihar with the NEP A process, they do. We therefore
think it best that the States continue to prepare impact statements,
with FHWA coo~ration assistancet and oversight.
.
H.R. 3130 and H.R. 3T87 reoogmze these facts. Accordmgly, the
FHWA basically supports their provisions.

l~ation.

~will also point out that one of the elements in our proposed 1975
highway legislation that will shortly be submitted to the Congress is
to combine all of the various present categories into four broad program areas: Interstate, Urban, Rural and Safety. The objective is
to increase the flexibility of State and local jurisdictions in setting
their own priorities and moving ahead with the possible, rather than
being hamstrung with the im~ible. The transfer authority feature
of H.R. 3786 is compatible with our t~ in this respect.
I would also like to address H.R. 3787 and lf.R. 8180, both of which
have passed the House. These bills would clarify the intent of the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Such a clarification is
necessa.ry as a result of the decision of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit in the case of Oomerva.tion Souiety
of SoutluJm Vermont v. 8(W'f'etary of
The holding
in that case was that NEPA requires the F
A to prepare environ-
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H.R. 3130 has a more widespread application and we would like to
address its provisions at this tune. It would have country-wide application to the activities of all Federal agencies. It permits the preparation of the EIS b_y State agencies and officials in a manner consistent
with Part 770 of FHWA regulations. The FHWA furnishes guidance
through consultations in the preparation of the statements. At a later
stage, the FHWA makes an independent examination of the statement
prior to its al?J?roval.
.
.
We would hke to point out that H.R. 3130 nught cause unmtended
problems to other Federal agencies, under their present p~ures.
This would de.Pt:nd upon judicial inoorpretation of the phrase "State
agency or offi(nal." Tlie Department of Transportation mterpretation
of the phrase would include all agencies or officials created under State
law, including municipal officials and officials of regional authorities.
Other Federal agencies besides FHWA, such as the UMTA, FAA,
EPA, and the LEAA ha.ve statements prepared for them by such local
and regional authorities.
The p~t wording in the bill, "State agency or official" is susceptible to an interpretation which would include only statewide agencies
or officials.
In order to resolve this potential ambiguity and avoid litigation over
the iBSue, we suggest that the report specifically mention that the bill
is not intended to cover the issue of local officials and agencies.
H.R. 37~7 would p~vide a solution for. t~e 1fHWA in the th~
States which are subj_ect to the court dectston m the Com61"vation
SOfJiety of Southem V ef'mOnt case, but the problem might still arise
in other States. The guestion is presently pending in the Court of
Appeals haying jurisdiction in Dlinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin. Also,
a District Court in New Ha.mpshire has ruled that the EIS must be
physically written by the Federal Government.
Other Federal activities may also be involved. A case is presently
pending involving a grant to a local airport in Syracuse, New York.
Therefore, we prefer H.R. 3180 because it represents a broader approach than H.R. 3787. However, we do not oppose H.R. 8787.
The highway program in Connecticut, Vermont, and New York,
the three States affected by the Oomervatibn Society of Southern Ver1TW'I'tt decision, h88 been dealt a severe blow. The FHWA has been
obliaed to halt approva.ls for most highway projects that require EISs
in thoee States pending prepa.ration of impact statements by our own
This has Imposed an additional delay of at least six months to
the processing of such projects. As a result of this dela.y, and because
a poBSible Supreme Court hearing on an appeal is still some time distant, we have concluded that the 1975 construction season will be lost
for ma.jor projects in these States. This delay comes at a time when
the States can ill afford the consequent unemployment.
It is our belief that nothing in NEPA prohibits the States from
writing impact statements under the guidance of a Federal agency,
and subject to that agerlcy's study, review, and adoption. If the procedures are chans;red at this time, it might expose the thousands of
projects approved under them to the potential of an injunction.
The value of NEPA lies only partly in the requirement that an EIS
accompany a proposed project through existing agency processes. A

further contribution is NEPA's J."e9.uirement that agencies with "jurisdiction by law or special expertiSe" review and comment on the
proponent agency's environmental assessment. Such agencies are to
be agencies without direct involvement in the- project. In other wor;ds,
agencies without any institutional bias also contribute to the plannmg
process.
The decision in the OOMervatWn Society of Southern Vermont case
seeks to circumvent an alleged bias in the State highway agencies. We
do not believe this is a. serious problem on highway projects since all
FHWA statements are circulated for critical comment to other agencies prior to final action. Any lack of objectivity in a draft statement
is not likely to escape such multi-ll.gency, interdisciplinary review.
In the five other U.S. Courts of Appeals in which the question has
arisen, those in Richmond, Atlanta, St. Louis, San Franciscot..and
Denver, the courts approved the procedures under discussion. They
have held that the EIS might be "prepared" by a State, subject to
review and evaluation by the FHWA. The test in each case was not
who had prepared the statement, but rather whether the FHWA had
reviewed and evaluated the statement priot to its approval.
The Comervation Society of Southern Vermont case is particularly
troublesome because the EIS in that case was found adequate in all
respects other than authorship. If extensive FHWA involvement in
the preparation of what was found to be an adequate EIS is not
enough, .we at FHWA do not know what we can add to improve the
findin
Whtf:; certain projects may meet court criteria for approval with
the State-prepared EISs, these projects are few and may yet be subject to legal challenge.
This concludes my prepared statement. I will be pleased to respond
to any questions.

sta«.

VIII.

CHANGES IN EXISTING

LAw

In compliance with subsection (4) of Rule XXIX of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, the Committee notes that the following change
in existing law is made by H.R. 3180, as amended (existing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed in black brackets, new matter is
printed in italic, existing law in which no change is proposed is shown
m roman):
SECTION 102 OF THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT OF 1989

(83 Stat. 853; Public Law 91-190)
SEC. 102. The Congress authorizes and directs that, to the fullest
extent possible: (1) the policies, regulations, and public laws of the
United States shall be interpreted and administered in accordance
with the policies set forth in this Act, and (2) all agencies of the
Federal Government shall(A) utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach which will
insure the integrated use of the natural and social sciences and
the environmental design arts in ~Ianning and in deeisionmaking
which may have an impact on mans environment;
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(B) identify and develop methods and procedures, in consultation with the Council on Environmental Quality established
by title II of this Act, which will insure that presently unquantified environmental amenities and values may be given appropriate
consideration in decisionmaking along with economic and technical considerations;
(C) include in every recommendation or re:J;X>rt on proposals
for legislation and other major Federal act1ons significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment, a detailed statement by the responsible official on(i) the environmental impact of the proposed action,
(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be
avoided should the proposal be im~lemented,
(iii) al~matives to the proposed action.,
(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of man's
environment and the maintenance and enhancement of longterm productivity, and
( v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources which would be involved in the proposed action
·
should it be implemented.
Prior to making any detailed statement, the responsible Federal
official shall consult with and obtain the comments of any Federal agency which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with
respect to any environmental impact involved. Co:Ji>ies of such
statement and the comments and views of the appropnate Federal,
State, and local agencies, which are authorized to develop and enforce environmental standards, shall be made available to the
.President, the Council on Environmental Quality and to the public as provided by section 5~2 of title 5, United States Code, and
shall accompany the proposal through the existing agency review
processes[;].
Any detaika state1'1'1.61'1.t prepo;red after JQIIIAI.a'I"J/1, 1fl10, on a m~~jor
Federal actim& f'I.IITIJkrl '1111'1Jk1' a program of grootl to states shaTJ, not be
dee'fM<l to be legaily inauf{lciMit sole'ty by rea8on of ~ been prepared by a state age'M'!/ or of!lciol w'IIMll or who lwB ltatetcide juriBrlictWn a:n,rl ha8 the ~pal p~ing and~ 1'esponat'bility
for t!UCh lUWiun. if the 'l'eBpOMWle Federal official fut•nlllhis guirla'IUJ6
041ll participata in BUCh fi'I'6P~ and i'IUlepertdently evaluates B'UOh
ttatement prio1' to its aptYI'()'Val and adoptWn.: Provided, That, in (J/11,11
1tatement on anl_ '!M}h actWn. pr6parea after J'fm61J 1975, the '1'68p01'&Mhle Fed6rol o'ffiCitU shall p1'6'JX111'6 lltukpentltmtly th8 anolyBia of fiA'!J
irrvpactl of 041ll olte'l"''/..at'Wes to the actim& which are of f'll4jor Werltate
rigniftca'Me: Pf'O'IJ'idd f!srtll61', That the ~.set forth in !~iB
paragraph shall not retietJe the Federal of!icWZ of 11M~
for the scope, objectivity, and content of the entire Btatement or of any
other respOnsibilities 'llii.<U1' this Act;
(D) stu:dy, develop, and ~esc~be appropriate al~rnB;tives to
recoinmended courses of actiOn m any proposal which mvolves
unresolved con1licts concerning alternative uses of available
resources·
(E) ~ize the worldwide and long-range character of environmental problems and, where consistent with the foreign policy
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of the United States, lend ap.Propriate support to initiatives
resolutions, and J?rograms d.el:rignea to maximize international1
cooperation in antiCipating and preventing a decline in the quality
of mankind's world environment;
(F) make available to States, counties, municipalities, institutions, and individuals, advice and information useful in restoring,
mainta~, and enhancing the quality of the environment ;
(G) initiate and utilize ecologtcal information in the planning
and development of resource-oriented projects ; and
(H) ass1st the Council on Environmental Quality established
by title II of this Act.
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Attached is the House Conference Report on H.R. 3130.
Please have it included in
the enrolled bill file. Thanks
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SENATE

94TH CoNGRESs }

REPORT

No. 94-331

1st Session

AMENDING THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT TO
CLARIFY THE FEDERAL AND STATE ROLES IN THE PREPARATION
OF ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSES ON CERTAIN FEDERAL PROGRAMS

JULY

24 (legislative day,

JULY

21), 1975.-0rdered to be printed

Mr. JACKSON, from the committee of conference,
submitted the following

CONFERENCE REPORT
(To accompany H .R. 3180]

The committee of conference on the disagreeinp: votes of the two
Houses on the amendment of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 3130) to
amend the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 in order to
clarify the proeedures therein with respect to the preparation of
environmental imJ>aet statements, have agreed to recommend and do
recommend to thetr respeetfve Houses as fo1Iows :
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the Senate and agree to the same with an amendment as follows :
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate amendment insert the following:
Tlutt section 1~(2) of the National Environmental Policy A ct of 1969
(89 Stat. 852) is amended by redesignating whparaqraphs (D), (E),
(F), (G), and (H) a8 8'1ibparagraphs (E), (F), (G), (H), and (/),
respectively; and by ridding i'TTI!Indiately after wbparagraph (0) the
following new wbparagraph:
"(D) Any detailed statement required under subparagraph ( 0)
after January 1,1970, f(YI' a'n y major Federal action funded under
'! proq~ of nrants to States shall not be deemed to be lenally
~nlf/J,fflcunt solely by reason oflwmirl.u been prepared by a State
agency or official, if:
" ( i) the State agency or of!iaioJ has statewide jurisdiction
afll1 has the responsibility .for IJ'UCh action,
"(ii) the respons-ihle Federal of!iciolfur'lli8hes guidance
and participates in IJ'UCh preparation,

2
"(iii) the respon~Jib~ Feder:al ofliciol independently ev~
ates 8UCh statement prwr to ~ts approval and adoptwn and
"(iv) after January 1,1976, the responsible Federal official
fJ'I'01Jidu early notification to, and solicits the views of any
ot~r State or any F~ralland rna!fULUement entity o} any
~or 01111J1 alternatwe thereto whUJh ma,y have ngnifieant
~mP_acts up~ 8UCh B_tate or affected F ederolland 'ITUllfi,0,1Jement
ent~ty and, if there u any duaurwment on 8UCh impacts pre'l!ares a 'I.O'I'jtte'!" assessment of &Uck impacts and view~ for
~ncorporatwn into 8UCh detailed statement.
The .proced'!"res in this subparagroph shall not relieve the Federal
official of ~u responsibilities for t'M scope, objectivity, anuJ content
of the ent~re statement or of any other responsibuity under this
Act: .and further, this subparagraph aces not affect the legal
suffimency of statements prepa:red by State aue'Mies with lells than
statewide jurisdiction.".
And the Senate agree to the same.
HENRY M. J~CK8oN,
FLOYD K. IIAsKELL,

BtTHPERS,
J. FANNIN,
MARK 0. IIATFIELD,
Managers on the Pa:rt of the Senate.
DALE

PAUL

LEoNOR K. SULLIVAN,
RoBERT L. LEooETT,
JOHN DINGELL,
JOHN M. MURPHY,
PHILIP E. RUPPE,
EDWIN B. FORSYTHE,

M a'Mgers on the POtrt of the House.

S.R. .3J!l

JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF THE
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The managers on the part of the House and Senate at the conference
on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendment of the
Senate to tlie bill (H.R. 3130), to amend the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 in order to clarify the procedures therein with
respect to the :l>reparation of environmental impact statements, submit
the following JOint statement to the House and the Senate in explanation of the effect of the action agreed upon by the managers and
recommended in the accompanying conference report.
The Senate amendment struck out all of the House bill after the
enacting clause and inserted a substitute text.
The committee of conference has agreed to a substitute for both
the House bill and the Senate amendment. The language agreed upon
by the conference committee retains virtually verbatim the language
of the bill enacted by the House. It also preserves the purpose of the
Senate amendment. The conference committee, however, agreed to
alter the langua~ of that amendment in order to clarify certain
ambiguities therem.
Except for clarifying, clerical and conforming changes, the language of the conference report differs from the bill enacted by the
House and the amendment enacted by the Senate in four respects:
1. The House bill amended the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 ("NEPA", 83 Stat. 852) to create a new subsection at
the end of section 102.
The Senate amendment amended NEP A by inserting the language
of R.R. 3130 at the end of section 102{2) (C), the specific provision
of NEPA which contains the environmental impact statement
("EIS") ~uirement.
The conference report amends NEPA by redesignat~ subparagraphs (D) through (H) as subpara~phs (E) through (I)~ TeSpectively, and adds a new subparagraph (D). The language of the conference report refers specifically and applies only to sectiOn 102(2) (C);
the new subparagraph (D) was created solely for clarifying and reference purposes.
2. The House bill referred to environmental impact statements "prepared after January 1, 1970."
·
The Senate amendment referred to anl such statement "prepared
after January 1, 1970, on a major Federa action funded under a program of grants to States," thus removing from the application of
H.R. 3130 Federal licensing, permitting, certificating, contracting, construction programs or other programs which do not provide grants
to States.
The conference committee adopted the Senate language.
3. The House bill pennitted delegation of EIS preparation responsibilities to a "State agency or official." The intent of the House bill was
to restate administrative and case law concerning the legally permis(8)
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~ible l~its to the delegati~n ~f EIS preparation responsibilities existmg pnor to two recent circmt court of appeals decisions concerning
Federal:a~d. highway projec~ecisions which have been interpreted

State agency to collect and analyze dat a on, and the lack of direct
familiarity of that agency with1 alternatives and impacts affectinl(
areas which are the responsibility of other States or the F ederal
Government.
While the language adopted by the conference committee preserves
the purpose of the Senate proviso, it differs from the language of the
Senate amendment in several respects: First, a new prospective d ate
of January 1, 1976, was selected to allow adequate t ime for the Federal
agencies to implement this requirement and to avoid the redrafting of
statements begun before this d at e. The lists of F ederal agency statements prepared pursuant to the Council on Environmental Quality
guidelines of August 1,1973, section 1500.6(e) ( 1) ~(3) , should be used
in determining which statements have been initiated prior to Janu:
ary 1, 197·ft Second, to eliminate the possibility of t oo broad an interpretation of the impacts referred to in the Senate proviso, the conference
committee chose not to insert the wording "major interstate significance" contained therein and, instead, to adopt new language. Third,
the conference report sets forth the procedure to accomplish the purpose of the Senate proviso while simultaneously clarifying and further
limiting the impacts requiring written assessment by the F ederal official. The conference report requires that the State or F ederal land
management a~ncy be provided the opportunity to comment upon
the significant Impacts of the proposed action and alternatives thereto
affect ing such State or agency. In the case of disagreement over the
characterization, extent or likelihood of such impacts between the
State preparing the EIS and the St ate or the Federal agency commenting on the impacts, the responsible Federal official would prepare
an independent , written assessment of such impacts for incorporation
in the EIS.
HENRY M. JACKSON'
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as prohibitmg such delegation (00'11.8ervatUJ.n Society of Southern
Ve1'11Wnt v. Secretary of T'rfl'mportatior], --F. 2d --~2nd. Cir.,
D~mber 11, 1974; and Swain v. Brintf!ar, --F. 2d --,7th Cir.,
April29, 1976).
The Senate amendment modified "State agency or official" by adding thereafter "which or who has statewide jutisdiction and has the
pr1?cipal planning and decisionmaking responsibility for such action".
This change, to_gether with the Federal grant program limita.tion inserted by the Senate altleooment, would have limited, by statutory
language, the applic"tion of H.R. 3130 to the very small number of
Federal grant programs and recipients, ptincipally the F ederal-aid
hig~way program and State highway agencies, which were discussed
durmg the hearings on H.R. 3130: The Senat-e amendment addressed
onJ::y .Redera_l ~t programs ( i) . ~ which the major planning or
dec1s10nmaking IS done by the ree1pumt State agen~y or official, not
programs in which the agency or official simpiy spends the money in
accordance with decisions made principally 1>y the Federal agency or
transfers the fmlds to othu :public entities which, in fact, have the
prineipal phmning and decisJonm&king responsibilities, and (ii) in
which that agency or official has the requisite jurisdiction to prepare
the analysis l'equiJ'ed in the EIS.
The conference committee agreed that the application of H.R. 3130
should be limited. The question was :raised, however, as to whether
such a limitation on H.R. 3130's applicabilit y could be interpreted in
any subsequent judicial decision as a statement of congressional intent
to either deny or affirm the validity of the delegation of EIS :!?reparation responsibilities to State agencies of less than statewide JUrisdiction which are Federal grant recipients. To remove the possibility that
any such inference could be drawn, the conference committee agreed
to the following, language: " (T)his subparagraph does not affect the
legal sufficiency of statements prepared by State agencies with less than
statewide jurisdiction." The purpose of this language is to provide a
clear statement that the conference report does not establish or negate
the legal sufficiency of the delegation of EIS preparation respon~li
bilities in instances other than those to which t he conference report
applies.
In addition, the conference committee agreed not to include in the
conference report the words "principal planning and decisionmalring"
which appeared in the Senate amendment. This language was regArded
as unnecessary in light of the legislative history of H.R. 3130 and
the retention of the requirement contained in the Senate amendment
that the State agency or official have the "rnsponsibility for such
action.."
4. The Senate amendment added to the House bill a provieo, effective June 1, 1975, which addresses the cirtumstanoe in which a State
a~ency or official is delegated the responsibility of EIS preparation for a major Federal action whieh has significant impacts upon
another State or the land man~ by a Federal land management
agency, that is a national park or forest. In the vi~ of the Senate, the
principal reason fur this provision is the lack of jurisdiction of the
S.R. 331
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H. R. 3130

.RintQ!,fourth Q:ongrtss of tht tinittd ~tatts of 5lmtrica
AT THE FIRST SESSION

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Tuesday, the fouriRJell.lh day of]~;
one rhousand nine hundred and seventy1ive

To amend the National Environmental Polley Act ot 1969 In order to clarity the
procedures therein with respect to the preparation ot environmental Impact
statements.

Be it enacted by the Senate atrul Houae of Representatimes of the
United State8 of America in 0011{!re88 aBBembkd, That section 102(2)
of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 ( 83 Stat. 852) is
amended by redesignating subpara~phs (D), (E) (F), (G), and
(H) as subparagraphs (E), (F), (G), (H)hand (i), respectively;
and by adding immediately after subparagrap (C) the following new
subpara~Q:aph:

"(D) Any detailed statement required under subparagraph (C)
after January 1,1970, for any major Federal action funded under
a program of grants to States shall not be deemed to be legally
insufficient solely by reason of having been prepared by a State
agency or official, if:
"(i) the State ~ncy or official has statewide jurisdiction
and has the respoDSibility for such action,
" ( ii) the responsible Federal official furnishes guidance
and _l)artieipates in such preparation,
" (iii) the responsible Federal official independently evaluates such statement prior to its approval and adoption, and
" ( iv) after January 1, 1976, the responsible Federal official
provides early notification to, and solicits the views of, any
other State or any Federal land management entity of any
Mti&R mo
· elt.et mmve- thefoeto whieh ~ 11 .. o oigni&MM
impacts upon such State or affected Federal land management entity and, if there is any disagreement on such impacts,
prepares a written assessment of such impacts and views for
mcorporation into such detailed statement.
The procedures in this subparagraph shall not relieve the Federal
official of his responsibilities for tne scope, objectivity, and content of the entire statement or of any other responsibility under
this Act; and further, this subparagraph does not affect the legal
sufficiency of statements prepared by State agencies with less than
statewide jurisdiction.".
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Dear llr. Direetor:
the tollow1Dg bills vere received at the Wh1te
Jlouae on Ju]¥ 30th:

B.B. 3130
B.R. 6799

/

Please let the Pres14eut laave reports aDd
recanmemations u to the approval ot tbeae
billa u eoan u possible.

SiDeerely,

'l'he Honorable James '1'. Iqnn

Director

Office ot Management and Bl.l3.get
Washington, D. C.

